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21 Summer Fashion Get
your shades on for your most

stylish summer ever

58 Special Report: The
Women Who Risk Cancer
To Look ‘Beautiful’ Inside
Venezuela’s dangerous trend

79 ‘I Became Good Friends
With My Dad’s Mistress’ A
Cosmo writer’s emotional story

86 Marriage, Babies And
Divorce Protect yourself from

illegal interview questions

118 Goodbye Bikini Fear
Suitcases-ful of fab swimwear
to suit your shape and style

172 25% Off St Tropez
A summer-ready glow is yours

174 Sex & Love How happy
couples make the magic last

31 How Do I Wear…
Yellow Without taking
inspo from Big Bird

34 Grab A Ticket For
Cosmo’s Summer Party
It’s the hottest fashion and
beauty event of the seas

90 Show Stopper Find
the dress and it’ll take
you to any occasion

100 The Affair Step int
the boudoir in sultry
silk-and-lace lingerie

110 Power Of One Be
the best dressed poolsid
in a statement one-piece
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24 Date Night With Jason
Derulo Things get a little steamy

56 Five Things You Need
To Know About Tom Hardy

Prepare to fall. Hard

77 It’s Not Just Women Who
Get Anorexia One man’s story of

dealing with an eating disorder

84 Nick Wechsler Goes
skinny-dipping We’re OK with that

125 Scared Of Shorts?
Don’t Be! Yes, you can
wear cut-offs. Here’s how

127 Catwalk To Cosmo
This season, fashion’s
having a white-out

133 Top 10 Watches
Make a timely investment
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53 Sex & The Single Girl Lauren has a
major problem when it comes to dating

167 Sex Etc The thing 82% of women
never notice about flirting (do you?)

168 Who Knows How Sex Will Turn
Out? Readers share candid confessions

of when sex didn’t go to plan

173 Sex Therapy Real talk with Rachel

177 Health Etc
The cold buster you
can grow at ho

178 When Do
Love Your Bo
Most? Make
time for body
confidence

181 ‘Cystitis
Nearly Killed
Me’ Could that
UTI be someth
more serious?

184 The
Workout You
Mind Needs
How fitness ca
ease your worr

187 My Body’
Amazing
Because… Gr

on her battle with
self-harming

189 Bye-Bye
Body Hang-Ups
Dr Linda on STIs

190 Ask Irma
Advice you can trust

191 The Healthier
Brownie Painless
ways to eat (and
drink) smart

167
Amy learnt
her flirting
moves in
Year 8…

29 Grown-Up Headbands Because
fairy-tale hair isn’t just for Disney princesses

136 Swept Away See ya later, frizz – make
beach days your best hair days this summer

144 Look Hot For Less We’ve road-tested
tons of DIY beauty products, treatments and
gadgets to find the best money-saving
options worth skipping the salon for

19 Be That Girl Is there anything
DJ, stylist and campaigner Gemma

Cairney can’t do?

22 So You Think You Want My Job?
The One Show’s Anita Rani has the
low-down on getting started in TV

35 The Cheat Sheet Your essential watch,
listen and read list for June is right here

39 Face-Off Fails Honesty was definitely
not the best policy for these unlucky readers

64 ‘I Took On The Bikini-Body Trolls’
Natasha Devon faced her cruel online haters
and earned true bikini-body confidence

67 The 20 Smart
Decisions You’ll
Never Regret
Genius life hacks
all women need

71 ‘Why Is It
So Hard To Say
I Married A
Woman?’ Laura
loves her wife, but
finds it hard to open
up about their marriage

75 Stop Your Brain
Being Your Worst Enemy
Train your mind with these easy tricks
and start #winning at life

12 On The Cover Steal Gwen’s style

15 From The Editor
16 Youniverse Have your say

192 Out Is In! Make your outdoors
great with these cute garden buys

193 Greece This summer we’re
hanging out in beautiful Halkidiki

195 Cosmostrology What do the
stars have in store for you this month?

202 10 Things … every girl does with
a hangover (pass the crisps)
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134 Subscriptions Get six
issues of Cosmo for just £6,
plus a free gift from Lee
Stafford worth £32! ◆
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152 Liners That Last Blacker-than-black
graphic lines and feline flicks are yours with
our round-up of excellent eyeliners

155 Strokes Of Genius The right tools
can turn you into a pro. Time to brush up

159 Why I Had My Eyebrows Tattooed
On Cosmo Beauty Writer Cassie went
under the needle in the name of beauty

163 The Beauty Lab This month, we’re
mastering Kardashian-esque contouring

165 Hot Right Now Smart foundation and
fresh fragrance = instant beauty update
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I’ve got three
weddings to go
to this summer
(not mine), and
that means hen
dos, small talk,
outfits…arrgh!
So I asked the
Cosmo team for
some wedding
truths (top tip:
you can never
have enough
tissues)…

1Watch out for ex-avoidance issues,
featuring someone from the bridal

party weeping in the loos,“I didn’t realise
he’d bring his new girlfriend!”

2Pharrell’s Happy will be played.
100%. (And you’ll love it.)

3No matter how affordable the head
bridesmaid promises the hen do is

going to be, it will shred your budget.
You could have gone to Vegas for the
price of that weekend in the Cotswolds.

4 If you’re single, you’ll avoid the
bouquet moment LIKE THE

PLAGUE. Toilet break? Yup, thought so…

5Social-media tagging makes recycling
the same outfits so much harder to

get away with. Damn you, Facebook.

6If one bridesmaid gets a fake tan,
you’re not legally obliged to turn the

same shade of orange in sympathy.

7 There will be ugly-crying. One
speech always slays you and you’ll

end up gurning through the tears.

8Rules that cause tensions include, ‘No
ring, no bring’ (if you’re not at least

engaged then your partner’s not invited).

9You’ll realise just how much you love
your family and friends…or end up

in a bust-up.Oh, the heightened emotions.
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Louise Court (Editor-in-Chief )

Follow Louise@LouiseCosmoEd

Our digital edition
is more interactive
than ever!
Download it now
for exclusive extra
content, including
behind-the-scenes
videos, top styling
tips and beauty
know-how.

GETCOSMOON
YOURSMARTPHONE

ORTABLET

DOWNLOAD THE LATEST ISSUE
ON THE COSMOPOLITAN APP

Available now from Apple
Newsstand, Google Play

Newsstand and Amazon App Store!
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#HUMBLEBRAG
We don’t mean to boast, but
this issue is brought to you
by a team of award-winners:

• BEST ONLINE BEAUTY
JOURNALIST

Johnson & Johnson Skincare
Journalism Awards, 2015

Bridget March

• BEST BEAUTY TEAM
Johnson & Johnson Skincare
Journalism Awards, 2015

• EDITOR OF THE YEAR
(monthly magazines)
BSME Awards, 2014

Louise Court

• DIGITAL EDITORIAL
INDIVIDUAL

AOP Digital Publishing
Awards, 2014
Kate Lucey

• BEST ART TEAM, BSME
Rising Stars, 2014

• BEST PICTURE EDITOR
BSME Rising Stars 2014

Joan McCrea

• BEAT BEACON
AWARD, 2014

For Cosmo’s work
on raising awareness
of eating disorders

• BEST MAGAZINE FOR
DATING ADVICE

UK Dating Awards, 2014

• CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
BSME Awards 2013

Coppafeel! Breast Cancer
Awareness campaign

‘WEDDING SEASON
– I CAN FEEL THE

STRESS ALREADY...’
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Six things we can’t get enough of on
Cosmopolitan.co.uk this month

Why does taking down your
ponytail feel so good?

Giving birth does what to your teeth?

22 things you should never
say to a single girl

Banana-peel facials are amazing

A reality check about what ‘fit’
bodies are really like

➤ ... and other strangely satisfying things we
love at Cosmopolitan.co.uk/thatsbetter

➤ Find out all the weird things that happen to
your body when you have a baby at

Cosmopolitan.co.uk/babybody

➤ “Can I have a go on your Tinder?” is top of
the list over at Cosmopolitan.co.uk.

➤ … and other fruity beauty hacks you need
to know at Cosmopolitan.co.uk/bananaface

➤ Because ‘healthy’ comes in all shapes and
sizes: Cosmopolitan.co.uk/realbody

Message us about this issue and if it’s our favourite
you could win a range of Antipodes organic skincare
goodies! Write to Youniverse Cosmo 72 Broadwick
Street, London W1F 9EP,
tweet @CosmopolitanUK
email cosmo.mail@hears
co.uk, or visit Facebook.
com/CosmopolitanUK.
For more info, visit
Antipodesnature.com.

WINAntipodes
skincare products
worth£227!

Join the conversation by email (cosmo.mail@hearst.co.uk),Twitter, Facebook and at Cosmopolitan.co.uk

Cinderella’s dreamy
ballgown had you double

tapping like mad

WOULD YOU GET A MATCHING
TATTOO WITH YOUR BFF?

on CosmopolitanUK’s
Instagram

FOR A
DAILY DOSE
OFCOSMO…

Follow us
@CosmopolitanUK

Follow our boa
at Pinterest.com/
CosmopolitanUK

Like us on
Facebook.com/
CosmopolitanUK

Visit us at
Cosmopolitan.
co.uk

Instagram:
CosmopolitanUK

20 excuses we all make
when we’re shopping

➤ When it’s 30% off, you’d be silly not to buy it,
right? Cosmopolitan.co.uk/goshopping

Hell yeah,
friendship

never
fades!

31%
15%

16%
24%

14%

Maybe… as
long as I can
choose what

it is

I’d never
get any kind

of tattoo

No, that’s
SO tacky

Only with
my partner,

not a pal

I couldn’t agree more with Are You
Over Owning Stuff? (May).When I
was diagnosed with inflammatory
bowel disease almost two years ago,
I was unable to do most ‘normal’
things a 22-year-old does. Since
having surgery, I want to live life
to the full again – that includes
holidays, nights out and quality

Experiences
matter more
than things

Jess, Birmingham
I loved Take One Second To Change
Your Future (May), it helped me see

how voting can change lives.

@helenalambert_
Obsessing over Michelle Keegan’s
Cosmo spread, she looks incredible!

Sarah, Southport
I’ve just read Jameela Jamil’s column,
Married MenWill Only Break Your

Heart (May), and I wholly agree – don’t
go there! I thought we were in love
until my boyfriend’s wife found out

and he dropped me like a hot potato.
I spent a year suffering from massively
low self-esteem. Only now do I see the

affair for what it really was – sordid.

time with the people that
matter, not Saturdays spent
trawling the high street for the
perfect pair of heels! I’ve learnt
that having nice gadgets, bags
and shoes means nothing when
you haven’t got your health –
and you never know when that
could be taken away from you
– so nowadays I spend time
with people, not stuff.
Alice,Merseyside
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THESMART GIRL’SGUIDE TOOWNING IT THISMONTH

Most of us would be face-bragging happy to be a TV presenter, a
celeb stylist or a Radio 1 DJ – but Gemma Cairney, 30, has had all these
careers and more. A woman who can seemingly do anything, she’s now
added campaigning on issues such as body image, and running her own
production company, Boom Shakalaka (a phrase used on the basketball
court when you get a slam dunk), to her endless list of talents. “I have
a lot of ideas, and have done for a long time – so I figured, ‘Why don’t
I just make my own company and shows?’” Gemma says.
After graduating in performing arts from the Brit School in 2003, with

dreams of becoming an actress, Gemma “stumbled” into styling for
some of her well-known friends – including Florence Welch, Kate Nash
and Adele. “I spent years running around with suitcases full of
expensive clothes, when I couldn’t even afford a sandwich!” she says.
Fast-forward to 2006, when she took a course in radio at the Point

Blank Music School. Immediately afterwards, she landed her first gig
presenting on Channel 4 Radio. Then, following a two-week stint
covering a prime-time slot on Kiss FM in 2008, Gemma got her big
break, co-presenting the breakfast show on BBC Radio 1Xtra. Now
she hosts the pre-breakfast show for Radio 1, covers festivals and
has made documentaries tackling everything from domestic
violence to the London riots.
The secret to Gemma’s success? Tons of perseverance. “When

I stopped acting, I couldn’t even get a job answering phones
because I didn’t have the required skills,” she says. “It’s
so important to keep your head up and stay open-minded
– you never know where an opportunity could lead.”
• Gemma is a part of Radio 1’s Big Weekend Norwich, 23-24 May

Queen of the
aırwaves
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‘I trained
myself with
YouTube’

I’ve always been obsessedwith TV. I used to
watch the Rough Guide as a teenager and
think, ‘I’d love to work on that!’My first TV
job was assisting on a music
show called The O-Zone as
part of my broadcasting
degree at Leeds University.
After six months, I joined Top
Of The Pops as a researcher, and
was later offered the chance
to present news show The Edit
on Channel 5. I loved it so
much, I never looked back.
I now present Countryfile,
Four Rooms and Escape To
The Continent, and I’m a reporter on The One
Show.My career is pretty varied – I’ve done
everything from hard-hitting documentaries
to sports and entertainment shows.
Presenting isn’t a Monday-to-Friday job. I
can be stationed anywhere in the world, and

Florence
Kennedy, 28,
changed her
career thanks
to videos and
willpower.

Working at a desk job
in sales was fine, but I
soon realised it wasn’t
something I saw myself
doing long-term. So I
started squirrelling away
my commission, and once
I had enough to live off for
three months, I quit my
job to set up my dream
business, selling flowers.
I’m not trained – I taught

myself through YouTube.
Still, I thought I’d sell 100
bouquets in my first week,
but I sold just four on my
first day! I realised that it
takes time to be successful.
But that’s the beauty of
starting your own business
– you make mistakes and
learn from them.
Around 80% of my

orders are from women
to women. We appreciate
flowers, whereas men still
see them as an apology.
My clients include a

group of about six
girlfriends who send each
other flowers every week.
It reminds me you’re never
really too busy to do
something thoughtful, no
matter how caught up you
are in your own life.
Recently, I wrote a card

for a father to his two
daughters, who’d moved to
London: he asked me to
put, ‘Happy homemaking.So
proud of you.’ Nobody is
ever going to send a nasty
note with flowers, so I get
to see people’s good side.
Sometimes we forget to
thank people or tell them
we love them – myself
included – but in the age of
emails, text messages and
social media, it’s lovely to
receive something physical
that someone’s taken the
time to order for you – often
when you need it most.

M I L L E N N I A L

I often work weekends. If I’m filming for The
One Show, I’ll be up at 5am to catch a train
somewhere. I could be interviewing anybody
– from a long-lost father and daughter meeting
for the first time, to ex-servicemen with post-
traumatic stress disorder. I’ve even milked a

cow on TV! Preparation is
key, so the night before, I read
my script, write questions
and swot up on the subject.
I usually domy ownmakeup
for filming, but I get stressed
about choosing my outfits.
We’re not allowed to wear
spots or stripes because they
look too ‘busy’ on screen.
Sometimes interviewees get
nervous. I say,‘Don’t worry,

imagine it’s just you and me!’
Live TV can be terrifying, but
once it’s over, it’s the best
adrenaline rush ever.
Follow Anita on Twitter:
@itsanitarani

Anita Rani, 37, is a TV
presenter living in London
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• Jason’s sold 45 million
records and has had more
than 1.7 billion views on
YouTube. Explains why
his LA house looks like

an actual castle.
• Jason acted out

proposing to his ex in his
music video for Marry Me.
But he never actually got
engaged and is totally
single now since they

broke up last September.
• He stripped for a Cosmo
centrefold photoshoot in
2011. The pictures were
frankly heart-eyes-emoji-
worthy (see Cosmopolitan.

co.uk/derulo).
• His favourite drink is a
mojito, but he usually

opts for vodka and water
because it’s “not as bad

for the six-pack”.
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Where would you take a Cosmo girl on a date?
“There’s a movie theatre near my place in Miami where you
can have drinks while you’re watching the movie, which I
love. Or we could just do that at my house – I have a movie
theatre! After that, it’d be great to find a restaurant that
neither of us has gone to before, so we could experience it for
the first time together and order a bunch of things to try.”
And then?
“If the sun hadn’t set, we could go for a walk on the beach. In
Miami, that’s right by my house. After that, we’re probably a
little tired, so we could go back to my place,maybe run a
bath, have a little massage action with a couple of candles
around the bath. Then end it off with some nice dessert.”

Sensual! How could a date impress you?
“Offer to pay for dinner. I probably
wouldn’t let her, but I think it’s amazing
if someone offers. That’s the greatest turn-
on – to see an independent woman who
can do things for herself.”
You came out of a relationship last year
[he was with singer Jordin Sparks for
three years]; how’s your heart?
“I can’t say it’s 100% healed. But I’ve
moved on and I’m ready for whatever
life has to throw at me. I don’t know
if heartbreak has a time limit on it
necessarily, but I hope it does.”
How has the break-up changed you?
“When you lose something, it forces you
to figure out what you do want. I feel like
I’m stronger than ever and more able to
deal with change.”
What do you look for in a relationship?
“Somebody who is a friend, and who
has different interests as well as the same
ones so we can introduce each other to
new things. Also somebody who loves
to laugh and is intelligent; who I can
have conversations with and who just
makes my life better.”
What’s it like dating again after an LTR?
“It’s cool. I’m not necessarily trying to
dive in and do something drastic right
away. But it’s been fun. I’ve been enjoying
life for sure…”

Would you use Tinder?
“If I wasn’t who I am, for sure – 100%! It’s not quite right for
me because of the nature of what I do, though. I premiered
the video for Want To Want Me on
Tinder. It was a good fit because
it’s about wanting the person you
want to want you back, and that’s
what Tinder’s about.”
Would you go all the way on
a first date?
“I feel like if you know what you
want, you know what you want. If
there’s a connection, you can
make your own decisions and you
shouldn’t be judged based on
that. It’s a really dumb thing
people say [that you shouldn’t
have sex on a first date] and I wish
it didn’t exist.”
Do you want marriage and kids?
“Yeah, one day. I’m not ready for
that right now though! I think
it’ll be a beautiful thing and
something that I look forward to
when my life is ready for it.”
• Jason’s single Want To Want
Me is out 24 May

The 25-year-old pop star opens up
about Tinder, his last heartbreak and
how he loves a massage with dessert

Jason
Derulo
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I ’m at the first point in
my adventure. Los Angeles.
The home of Hollywood,
insecurity and the boob job.

Everywhere feels like a movie set
– there’s a celebrity on every corner.
Real celebrities, not reality-TV ‘stars’,
famous for doing nothing. Nope, these
are real-life superstars, just walking
around, scratching their arses and
minding their business. It’s so surreal.
The people here are also, without

exception, devastatingly attractive.
Literally every single effing one. I’ve
not seen a crooked nose or ounce of
body fat. They’re big on ‘networking’
too. People without any prompt offer
me a full verbal CV before massively
name-dropping. Here, confidence is
key. Self-deprecation is worse than
admitting you’ve got gonorrhoea.
A few days after arriving,my

hands were already stinging from
all the high-fives I’d received. Totally
unwarranted and undeserved, an
American will lock eyes with you

and lift their hann
to congratulate
you for whatever
mundane sentencce
you’ve just uttered.
“You recycle?” Higgh
five! “You eat cheeese?”
High five! “You wippe
your own ass?”Higgh
five! I feel like I’m being
showered with positivity
and encouragement 24/7.
And for somebodyy used to
British cynicism, itt’s very
bloody unnerving.
Initially, all of this made

me feel a bit lonelyy, and li
I didn’t fit in. I felt like a
small fish in a hugee, happ
insanely beautiful swwimmi
pool. I’m still gettinng ove
my break-up and I ddon’t
really fit the ‘life-is-swell!’
mould. It doesn’t heelp th
the US is massive eitther. I
LA especially, walking ›

Would it
kill us to
be nicer
to each
other?’
This month, our columnist
Jameela Jamil adjusts to
life – and new attitudes
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Follow Jameela@jameelajamil

GETMOREOFJAMEELA (ANDTONS
OFOTHERGREATADVICE)
ATCOSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK

isn’t even a ‘thing.’ If you’re seen
pounding the pavement, you’re often
asked if you’re in trouble, or a
prostitute. Delightful.
How was I meant to settle here?

Where were my kindred, sarcastic
spirits? My lowest point came when
I went to a buffet on my own. Can
you imagine what that looks like?
A lone woman crying into a pile of
carbohydrates. It was
obviously a really
distressing sight,
because I soon felt a
hand on my shoulder
and looked up to see
actual Elton actual John
(who I don’t know)
coming up to me to
say some friendly and
reassuring words.
What? No, seriously… what?! When

does that ever happen? And more
importantly, why was Elton John
at a buffet? The whole thing was so
surreal I actually forgot to finish my
third bowl of Eton mess.
But that (very weird) moment was

a game changer for me, because that
was when I realised I hadn’t heard
a single negative or sarcastic word

spoken since I arrived here. It’s pretty
difficult to swallow when you’re from
a country that’s adopted cynicism as
its pulse, and we Brits so often dismiss
these sunny Americans as idiots for
their relentless joviality and focus. But
when that positive attitude means even
international superstars aren’t above
offering a kind word to a stranger, is
it possible that we’re the arseholes?

People here at least
seem a lot happier than
anyone I’ve met in
England. Is it fake? Or
does the weather, the
beaches, and general
societal outlook
genuinely make them
happy? OK, they can
seem a bit shallow

for talking endlessly about fitness and
cosmetics, but can we honestly say
we don’t worry about our appearance
too? We’re just not as proactive about
improving ourselves – in some UK
circles, juice fasts and personal trainers
mark you out as a bit of a wanker.
In the States, it’s normal to have

a therapist. In the UK, it’s normal to
drink yourself into oblivion to escape
your problems, because obviously that’s

In the States you
have a therapist.
In the UK you
drink yourself
into oblivion

far less mental than going and talking
to a professional and actually fixing
your problem (that’s good-old British
sarcasm, by the way).
People are also incredibly polite here,

which, initially, I found odd. I’m so
accustomed to surly staff in the UK
huffing, puffing and eye-rolling when
you want to buy something (usually
when they’re right in the middle of
some gripping Whatsapp banter). Here,
it’s everyone’s prerogative to feel good,
and crucially, to make others feel good.
All the people I’ve met want to help

each other out. And I know this sounds
cringeworthy, but I genuinely feel like
I could do anything here. To dream
just seems to be to live, whereas in the
UK, we’re ridiculed when we work
hard for what we want. Even at school,
children with good grades are taunted
as ‘teacher’s pet’, rather than, ‘most
likely to get a job they actually enjoy’.
Of course, LA isn’t perfect, and

I’m well aware that relentless
congratulation isn’t always welcome.
But surely there’s something we can
learn from our American cousins –
a middle ground we can discover?
Would it be so bad for us to champion
one another? Back our own horse?
Back anyone’s horse in fact, rather
than just mocking all the horses?
Would it kill us to be a little more

pleasant to fellow travellers in the
street? To meet a smile with more
than suspicion? To not want to stab
someone for the simple act of sitting
next to you on public transport? To hear
someone be proud of what they do, or
see them go for something they want,
and actually applaud it, rather than
automatically rip it to pieces?
In short, we should just stop pissing

on everything.While I have no desire
to fully hang up my British sarcasm
and down-to-earth sense of reality,
I hope I can adopt some of the care,
congratulations and warmth of the
people I’ve met here. Because, genuinely
(despite wrestling with my instincts),
I’m starting to feel better – happier
even. And is that really so bad? �
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smo Body Editor Taylor Anderson
ears: Jacket, £465, Calvin Klein
ans. Top, £70; skort, £80, both
son Scotch. Trainers, £60, Puma

Sporty style
Yeellow stripes are so on trend
riight now. If you’re not sure,

don’t go head-to-toe.

@Katie_Teehann ›

Chief Sub Editoor Kati
ears: Jacket, £15; dre
h Boohoo. Shoees, £7
Bag, £155, Esseentiel

erfect colour to bright
wardrobe – donn’t wo
eing matchy-mmatchy

@TaylorCosmoBody

Yellow
Think it’s too harsh for yourr

skin tone? Scared of looking likke
Big Bird? Fear not…

Work it
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Fashion Assistant K
wears: Jumper, £230,
Skirt, £129, Coast. Shoes, £25, V

Necklace, £170, Joomi Li

Wedding wear
Worried that paaallee yyeellll
make you look bbigge

to tailored sepa

@Katiejdaannatt
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FORCOSMO’S

GET
TICKETS!
For full details of
this fabulous June
event, including

date, venue details
and times – and
to order your
tickets – visit
Cosmopolitan.

co.uk/summerparty

£35 per person
includes: food, two
complimentary
drinks, beauty

demos, Q&A with
top vlogger Fleur
De Force, fashion
showcase, plus a
great goody bag
worth over £35

COCKTAIL
MASTERCLASS

BEAUTY
TIPS!

CATWALK
FASHION
SHOW

GOODY
BAG

WORTHOVER

£35

T here’s nothing better than
a girls’ holiday with your
friends – but after all the
preparation and planning,
it’s over quicker than you

can say ‘piña colada’. So why not start
yours a little earlier this year at Cosmo’s
ultimate summer party, in association
with great brands including Veet and
Gandys.Watch our Summer Style

fashion show for inspiration on what to
pack, sample delicious cocktails and get
pampered from head to toe – all while
your favourite fashion, beauty and
fitness experts give their tips on tans,
toning and beach-tousled hair. Once
the sun’s set and the party’s over, head
home with a fab goody bag bursting
with freebies – totally ready for your
most memorable summer yet!

Celebrate the start
of summer with our

fashion, beauty
and fitness experts

at Cosmo’s brilliant
reader event!

http://Cosmopolitan.co.uk/summerparty
http://Cosmopolitan.co.uk/summerparty
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BAROMETER

MADE-FOR-MEN
SUMMER

BLOCKBUSTERS
Pitch Perfect 2 is
aca-mazing. And

there’s not
an alien
invasion/
explosion/
Jason

Statham
in sight. ›

SWEAT-AWAYS
Holidays where you
get fit, eat well and
have some you-time,
preferably in the sun.

Sign us up!

EMPOWERING
READS

BUMBLE
The dating app
causing a buzz

(sorry) because it
only allows women
to initiate online
chats. Hurrah for
being in charge.

Sheridan Smith grabs you by the
heart within the first few minutes
of The C-Word – partly because
she’s a great actress; mainly
because the woman she plays,
Lisa Lynch, was a true inspiration.

When magazine editor Lisa was
diagnosed with breast cancer aged
just 28, her response was to start
a hilarious blog called Alright Tit.
Online, she swore her way through
chemotherapy, winning legions
of fans, before her words became
a hugely popular book.
The C-Word begins just after Lisa

marries Pete (played by Paul
Nicholls, on exceptional form) and
is diagnosed. Their relationship

g g rying in
equal measures as they try to face
their new, uncertain future.

When her life story was set to be
turned into a TV film, Lisa choose
her friend Sheridan Smith to play
her. Tragically Lisa passed away in
2013 before filming finished,
leaving Pete and the writers to
finish the story for her.

Sheridan has said,“I’m honoured
and humbled that she wanted
me to play her on-screen, and
I hope that I’ll make her proud.”
Spine-tingling from start to finish,
we think she has. Watch out for
it on BBC1 this month. It’s too
brilliant to be missed.

Sheridan’s star-
makingmoments

As lovable
Janet in BBC
comedy Two
Pints Of Lager...

As Rudi, Smithy’s
tracksuit-wearing,
rapping sister in
Gavin & Stacey.

She won a BAFTA
asMrs Biggs, the
train robber
Ronnie’s wife.

As Cilla she
sang, Scoused
and got another
BAFTA nod.

That’s ‘L’ for Lisa: the amazing woman
behind Sheridan Smith’s new drama

The L-wor
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She camppaiggned to
get a woman on our
banknotes; now in her
first book, Caroline
Criado-Perez writes
about feminism,

equality and injustice:
Do It Like A Woman
(£12.99, Portobello

Books).

Lisa Lynch,
author of the
The C-Word

What towatch,
read

and listen to
this

month

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
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THE AFFAIR
The Wire’s Dominic West
and Dawson’s Creek’s
Joshua Jackson collide
in this messy drama about
the fallout of an affair.
Told from both the male
and female perspectives,
Jackson plays ranch man
Cole, whose wife Alison
(Luther’s Ruth Wilson)
is unfaithful with Noah
(West). It’s skilfully paced,
beautifully shot
and the acting’s so good
Wilson won a Golden
Globe for her performance.
As the relationships career
off course, we witness
the proceedings that are
in equal parts sexy and
heartbreaking.
Airs 16 May, Sky Atlantic

A GOD IN RUINS BY
KATE ATKINSON
Atkinson has already won
multiple awards for her
novels, seen her detective
Jackson Brodie feature in
a successful BBC series
(Case Histories) and
provided the inspiration
for upcoming TV thriller
Smoke And Mirrors,
produced by Shonda
Rhimes (of Scandal and
Grey’s Anatomy fame).
Time for a new novel

then… A God In Ruins
centres on Teddy, a
wartime RAF pilot.
Through him you witness
World War II and the
subsequent transformation
of Britain – from ’50s
austerity to ’70s hippy
communes, taking in the
growth of feminism and
rise of consumerism.
This isn’t a lazy read –

Atkinson flicks back and
forth in time – but the
characters feel real and
make you care. As for the
ending… all we’ll say is
stock up on tissues.
Out 7 May �

THE AGE OF ADALINE
This is Blake Lively’s most
interesting role since
Gossip Girl. If you’ve just
been following her life
with husband Ryan
Reynolds and baby James
on social media, it’d be easy
to forget this girl can act.
In Adaline, she’s blessed
with immortality too.
The plot’s pure Benjamin

Button-barmy (Adaline is
108 – her body remains 29).
Not wanting anybody to
discover her secret, Adaline
struggles to maintain any
long-term relationships
– sadly no skin cream is that
good – until she meets the
handsome Ellis (Game Of
Thrones’ and Nashville’s
Michiel Huisman). Sure it’s
cheesy in places, but there’s
no doubt this dark fairy tale
brings out the best in Lively.
Out now

CIARA
There’s definitely been
an R&B-shaped gap in our
iPod playlists lately and
Ciara is back to fill it. The
diva responsible for our
attempted ‘sexy’moves on
student-union dance floors
in the noughties (way
before Rihanna got that
job) is releasing her album
Jackie (named after her
mum) on 4 May. Her
track I Bet is a break-up
belter, with a smooth R&B
vibe and contemplative
lyrics we can all relate to.
It’s clear she hasn’t been
afraid to go back to the
original sound we loved
her for. And we still do.
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emojis
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Standing order
Late for work, I was racing up the
escalator in the Tube station when I
reached a lady standing on the left-hand
side – which should be kept clear.
“Excuse me, can youmove over?” I asked.
She didn’t budge.“Standing is on the
right!” I shouted. Finally, the woman
turned round.“I’m sorry,” she said, her
arms wrapped around a frail elderly
woman.“But I’ve got my mum
here, and she’s scared.” I apologised
repeatedly, but the damage was done.
Rachel, 28, journalist, London

Apprais-hell
I’d been working for the same company
for four years with no pay rise. Fed
up with always being in my overdraft
and scrimping for cash, I bit the bullet
and told my boss I wanted to talk to
her about my career progression. This
was my one chance to prove how
valuable I was and,more importantly,
to ask for more money. I started my
spiel, but when I brought up my salary
she looked at me stony-faced and said,
“Well, I haven’t had a raise in four years
either…” It flummoxed me so much,
I lost my thread.After two minutes’
silence in which we just stared at each
other, I stood up and walked out. I still
cringe when I think about it.
Hannah*, 27, office assistant, East Sussex

SMS SOS
To fund my uni studies I got a job in
a bar pulling pints and waiting tables.
Working long hours, I was exhausted
and not coping very well, and my boss
wasn’t very sympathetic either.One
day she texted me to say she was leaving
early to miss the traffic. I was so irritated
I texted my mum to blow off some
steam saying,‘She’s taking the piss.’My
blood ran cold as I realised I’d sent
the message to my boss,notmymum.
I called her immediately to explain
and apologise but our relationship
was pretty tense after that, and I left
my job just a few weeks later. Still, it
taught me to double-check my texts…
Sarah*, 29, sales assistant,
West Midlands ›
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“I told you
about using
my bubble
bath”

Whenbiting your tongue
just isn’t an option

FACE-OFF FAILS
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Food fight
My old flatmate used to leave food,
rubbish and dirty plates all over the
house. After months spent trying
to ignore it, I finally confronted her
about her messy habits. She seemed
to take my comments on board – or so
I thought. The next day allmy food had
vanished frommy cupboards, and had
hilariously been strewn across the
garden. Luckily, I saw the funny side!
It wasn’t long before her dirty plates
were littering the house again – but
this time I kept my mouth shut.
Anna, 26, landscape architect,
East Sussex

Dream date
I was absolutely furious when a friend
told me she’d seen my boyfriend
kissing another girl in a club the
weekend before.He was in the RAF
and was away, so I simmered with
anger until I saw him a few days later.
“I can’t believe you’d do that to me!”
I yelled.“Do what?”he asked, looking
confused.“The girl. The other night,” I
said, getting tearful.He still had no idea
what I was on about and that’s when I
realised the details were a little bit scant
in my mind too. Then it dawned on
me: I’d dreamt the entire thing.Having
to explain I’d imagined him cheating
on me was notmy finest moment.
Katie, 27, occupational therapist, Kent

Have a nice trip
I was on the train with my mum and
little sister, when two gobby teenage
girls plonked themselves at the other
end of the carriage and started a very
loud, very crude conversation.Half an
hour into our three-hour journey, I was
getting pretty peeved at their constant
shrieking and yelling (especially with
my sister asking, ‘what do those words
mean?’). So I stood up,marched over
to them and shouted,“Why don’t
you have respect for anyone in this
carriage?!”But as I turned to strut back
to my seat, my ankle gave way and
I ended up falling flat on my face in
the aisle. As they burst into howls of
laughter I was pretty sure my telling-
off hadn’t had the desired effect…
Rachel, 24, journalist, Bedfordshire
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BRIDGE OF SIGHS
When I was working at a
summer camp, I met a girl.
One night we snuck out for
a walk, stopping on a rickety
bridge for a kiss, which led
to more. But mid-session, the
bridge gave way, sending her
plunging into the water
below while I, half-naked,
looked on in disbelief. She
didn’t think she’d done much
damage, but the next day
she was sporting a fetching
pink cast and sadly wasn’t
up for any more ‘walks’.
Scott, 30, student services
facilitator, Northamptonshire

NAILED IT
Last year I made a surprise
trip to see my American
girlfriend. On the first night,
we were having sex when

(... and started with a guy being an idiot)

IT ENDED
IN A&E...
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I accidentally slipped out –
and her fingernail sliced my
urethra. She rushed me to
hospital and the nurses had
to cauterise the wound four
times to stop the bleeding.
They loved my accent, but it
wasn’t compensation for the
fact that we couldn’t have
sex for the rest of my stay.
Mark*, 29, buyer,
Northamptonshire

RACE DISGRACE
After running the Berlin
Marathon, I hit the bar to
celebrate. The next morning,
I continued at breakfast and
had an even boozier lunch.
A couple of hours later I was
hallucinating, and my friends
took me to A&E – where one

accidentally described me
as his girlfriend instead of his
mate, in his terrible German.
After a 26-miles I probably
should’ve stuck to water.
Andrew, 28, PR manager,
London

MAN VS LOBSTER
Working as a chef, I was
tasked with cutting up a
large lobster. Holding it
down, I drove a knife through
its head – and realised I’d
sliced right through the top
of my finger too, which was
now hanging off by a thread.
Once it had been reattached
at A&E, I collected the
lobster and had it for
dinner. Man: 1, lobster: 0.
Michael, 29, chef, London �

Share your confessions on Facebook.com/CosmopolitanUK
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STAYING IN

WE’RE AS JEALOUS OF HER EPIC CAREER AND
LEGENDARY STYLE AS HER SMOKING-HOT

MARRIAGE (AND SUPER-CUTE FAMILY). COSMO
HAD TO SIT DOWNWITH GWEN TO ASK HER

WHERE IT ALLWENT RIGHT…
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THE NUMBER OF GRAMMYS
SHE’S BEEN NOMINATED FOR

(SHE’S WON THREE)

THE NUMBER OF OCTAVES
GWEN’S MEZZO-SOPRANO

VOICE SPANS

HOW LONG GWEN GOES
BETWEEN GETTING HER

ROOTS DONE

THE NUMBER OF COPIES HER
DEBUT SOLO ALBUM SOLD

TIMES GWEN MARRIED
GAVIN ROSSDALE IN A
PINK-AND-WHITE JOHN

GALLIANO DRESS (ONCE IN
LA AND ONCE IN LONDON)

HOW LONG AGO SHE
LAUNCHED L.A.M.B. – FIRST

OF HER FOUR FASHION LINES
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1.1 million followers. Her first post last
year was a biggy, announcing the sex of
her third child. In the picture, Gwen
radiates in a check shirt and a crown.
The caption: ‘I was ready to hand over the
crown. But I guess I am still queen of the
house #ItsABoy #SurroundedByBoys’.
Looking at the pic, you’d think Gwen
was in a state of glowing, ska-goddess
euphoria. Not so much.“Being
pregnant was so shocking and totally
unexpected,” she says.“I was very sick,
puking the whole time.”
Gwen has been married to Bush

frontman, Londoner Gavin Rossdale for
12 years – one of music’s most enduring
unions.“We go through so much
together. It’s a miracle that we could
stay together this long,” she says. But she
also credits their time apart.“[Gavin’s]
on a short tour right now, and he wrote
me the sweetest note this morning,” she
says.“It’s good to have those days when
we both do our own things. I think
that’s what keeps relationships going,
when both people can be themselves
and have their own individuality. That’s
especially important for women; it’s
hard to find time for yourself.”
I can’t help but wonder, does she look

at Gavin like the rest of us and think,
‘Damn, he’s hot!’? “I do!” she laughs.“I
never really saw myself landing a guy
that hot. I don’t know if I was a nerd in
high school, but I definitely wasn’t the
super-cute cheerleader, so I never saw
myself getting somebody like that. I do
think he’s quite handsome. It’s not the
most important thing about him, but it
is nice…and he makes really cute
babies!”No arguments there.Gwen and
Gavin’s sons,Kingston, eight,Zuma, six
and Apollo, one, are already 99.9% cooler
than most guys could dream to be.
Any time Gwen can laud another

artist, she’s quick to do so.“Charli XCX,
Calvin Harris,Miguel – they gave me a
gift,” she says of the many collaborators
on her third solo
album.“And Sia, she’s
a fucking genius!”
She gets especially

gushy when talking
about friend [and

fellow The Voice US coach from last
year’s series] Pharrell Williams. Last
spring, the super-producer behind
Gwen’s Hollaback Girl and her latest
single Spark The Fire, pulled off a Jedi
trick of getting her to perform less than
two months after giving birth to Apollo.
For that, she’s the most thankful: “My
first time out of the house after having
the baby was reuniting with Pharrell at
Coachella music festival. To see him go

from being this producer to taking over
the world and being a solo artist – he’s
just so talented.”
Unlike many multi-platinum-record

artists, Gwen doesn’t consider herself
invincible. She’s genuinely in awe of the
lucky hand life’s dealt her. Growing up
in California,“My parents taught us,
‘[music] is your hobby. People don’t
make it. It just doesn’t happen.’ It still
shocks me that people care about me.”
She pauses, visibly trying to understand
it all.“It’s mind-blowing! For me, I’ve
never gotten to a point where I felt, ‘OK,
I’ve made it, I’m number one!’ It’s an
amazing feeling to hit number one,
but it’s not that different a feeling from
not being number one. It’s about the
journey – that’s where the joy comes. It’s
not about the end result, because there
isn’t really ever an end.”A Gwen that
never ends? We should be so lucky. ›

Right: Gwen and Bush
frontman Gavin have
been married for 12
years. Far right: with her
boys (from left) Zuma,
Apollo and Kingston
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ating: can’t live with it, die
alone without it.Which is
why single women like me
regularly (and hopefully)
thrust themselves into the
world of online encounters.

In such a place, being unable to recognise
faces is a pretty big hurdle.Unless I’ve
met a person 50 times, or they’re so
stunning as to be simply unforgettable,
I won’t recognise them.At all.
Tell me your name, your

cat’s birthday, your flat
number, and I’ll
remember it, no
problem. Pass me on
the street and I’ll
stare through you.
Nicely coupled with

my face blindness
(which has a real, scientific
name: prosopagnosia.And
Brad Pitt apparently has it) is the fact
that the planet seems to be teeming with
a large number of Lauren-alikes.
Take a look at my picture. I bet I look

a bit like your mate’s sister, that girl you
worked with five years ago or someone
you definitely know from somewhere.
I have one of those faces. And between
my not recognising anyone, and people

approaching me saying things like,
‘Hannah? We groomed dogs together,
remember?’my life is spent stumbling
between confusing encounters.
It means potholes are created along

my dating road before I’ve even had my
first drink with a guy. If I’m meeting an
online date (or someone I’ve met before
whose face has instantly vanished from
my memory bank),my trick is to
arrange a very specific meeting point,
arrive early and resist all eye contact,
letting my date find me.
The perfect storm of face blindness/

Lauren-alike disharmony was created
last weekend,when I met a Tinder date
called James. I was still 10 minutes away
when he texted saying he was early and
was waiting outside the Tube station.
Which meant I’d have to find him.Damn.
I arrived at the station to be faced with

three men, all of whom could be James.
When I eventually found him (by subtly
holding his photo up on my phone and
squinting at each candidate), James was
already approaching a LAUREN-ALIKE.
Panicking, I shouted,“Hi James!” – a

little too loudly from a little too far away,
making it look like I was bursting to see
him.Doing a double take, he realised
he’d been caught going for the wrong
blonde, and looked mortified.
There followed a slightly painful

date – along with face blindness, it
turned out we both had conversation
blindness. Then, after a couple of drinks,
paranoia flared: what if this wasn’t the
man I was meant to be meeting? We had

so little chemistry, I couldn’t
imagine him charming me

online enough to want to
meet him in real life.
Maybe he’d got the
wrong Lauren and I’d
got the wrong James?
Convinced I was right,
I decided to share my

genius theory with him:
“…which is why we don’t

have any chemistry! At all!”
I finished with a flourish.“What?”
James said, getting up to go to the bar.
It was 15 minutes before I realised he’d
taken his coat.
The only good thing

about the date is that
I’ll never have to see
him again – and if
I do, I won’t know…

‘Tell me your
cat’s birthday

and I’ll remember
it no problem. Pass
me on the street,
and I’ll stare
through you’

Lauren Franklin has amajor
problemwhen it comes
to dating – she never
remembers men’s faces!
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things
you need
to know
about
Tom
Hardy

5
He’s a dedicated husband and dad.
Tom, 37, married Charlotte Riley

(whom he co-starred with in a TV
adaptation of Wuthering Heights) in
secret last year, and has a son from a
previous relationship. “I’ll do anything
to learn about the nature of intimacy
in order to be both a better [husband]
and a better father,” he says.

He’s known for playing tough
guys in films such as Layer Cake

and The Dark Knight Rises. For his new
movie Mad Max: Fury Road he spent
six months in the Namibian desert…

… but off duty he’s a total home
bird. He cries at Titanic and his

speciality is cheese toasties. Ahh.

Tom grew up in west London and
is, he says, a real mummy’s boy:

“I was an only child and I was used to
getting a lot of attention from my
mother… I do demand a lot of fuss
made of me! The flipside of that is
that if you’re my partner, you’d have
a lot of attention back because you’d
be the sole focus of my interest.”

He’s strong physically and
mentally, having beaten drug and

alcohol problems. “I went entirely off
the rails,” he’s said. “I’m lucky I didn’t
have some terrible accident, or end
up in prison or dead, because that’s
where I was going. Now I know my
beast and I know how to manage it.”
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WhenAstridhad
plastic surgery to

enhanceher curves,
shewas thrilled.Then

herkidneys failed,
herhair fell out and
shewasdiagnosed

withcancer.Meet the
women risking it all
to look ‘perfect’…

LOVE
YOUR
BODY
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In Caracas, the capital of
Venezuela, the obsession
with beauty is obvious
everywhere you look.On
the subway, young

women wear restrictive
‘waist-trainers’with thick
compression straps over their
clothes, in an attempt to
sculpt an hourglass shape.
Nobody bats an eyelid –
it’s a regular sight on the
morning commute.On the
street, posters advertise
casting calls for the hundreds
of beauty pageants held every
year. In shops,mannequins
flaunt G-cup breasts, 18-inch
waists and Kardashian-sized
derrieres – a look made flesh
by one of Venezuela’s most
famous models, Aleira
Avendaño,who has worn a
corset for 23 hours a day for
the past six years to get a
minuscule waist. Thousands
of women and girls spend
their weekends at modelling
schools, learning the art of
being ‘beautiful’ (even down
to exfoliating their elbows).
According to the

International Society of
Aesthetic Plastic Surgery,
Venezuela has the highest
per-capita rate of cosmetic
surgery in the world, with
231,742 ops performed there
in 2013, compared with
50,122 in the UK (despite
having less than half the
population). It also has the
highest per-capita rate of
breast implants and breast
lifts (around 85,000 in 2013;
in the UK there were 11,000).

Risking it all
Astrid De La Rosa’s hips are
still red and swollen after
she had them injected with

Have you ever felt under pressure
to be a certain size or shape? In
Venezuela that stress is a daily –
potentially deadly – fact of life.
Cosmo went to Caracas to report...

silicone-based filler
injections five years ago. At
the time she was 26 and
working as a high-school
biology tutor. She went on
to become a professor – but
despite her professional
success, she was determined
to achieve her country’s
curvy beauty ideal. And
because the injections were
new to Venezuela, Astrid was
unaware of the dangers.“The
ads for the filler injections
were everywhere – in
malls, clinics, spas
and even gyms,” she
says.“When that’s
the case, you feel
confident. You think
that if it’s on the
market, it’s because
it has permission
to be there.
“When I had the

procedure I felt so
happy, because my
body reacted and swelled up.
I thought, ‘Now my hips are
perfect.’ But actually my body
was rejecting the substance.”
The liquid travelled from

Astrid’s hips to her spine,
leaving her in severe pain.
A year later she developed
leukaemia and kidney failure.
Her weight plummeted to a
dangerous 5st, and she lost
her hair and nails.“I was ill
for nearly two years, and
hospitalised for a month,” she
says.“I had to give up my job
because I was bedridden and
couldn’t walk. I wanted to
turn back time.”
Following treatment with

powerful cancer medication
and a strict diet, Astrid has
now recovered, apart from
the swelling in her hips.
But even though she has ›

Astrid led a campaign
to make the cosmetic
fillers she had illegal.
The sign reads: ‘The
use and application of
fillers (biopolymers,
polymers and related
substances) in all
forms of aesthetic
treatments is
prohibited’

Shops sell corsets
and garments
to be worn
after surgery

Mannequins
promote a

distorted
body shape
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Chiqui says.“Many
prefer to find a man
who will help them
get ahead, and so
they want to look
their best.”

Having grown
up in a poor
area, Chiqui feels
fortunate to have
found a man to buy
her a car and pay
her rent in one of

aracas’s wealthiest districts.
e also paid for her to have
east implants – and Chiqui
as happy to be helped to
ok ‘more beautiful’.
“In Venezuela, many
omen have implants,” says
r Ramón Zapata, president
Venezuela’s Society of

astic Surgeons.“A woman
ants to wear a bikini, or her
ess to fit well, so she gets

mplants – to raise her
f-esteem and to feel good.”

hanging
erceptions
owever, the massive
mand for surgery

has actually led to a
shortage of brand-
name implants,
so unregulated,
potentially dangerous
fakes are common.

As for Chiqui, aside
from the surgery and
painful recovery, her
new look also cost he
a relationship with
one of her best friend
“She saw my new life
and our friendship ended
because of envy,” she says.
“She kept telling me, ‘I wish
I had just half of what you
have,’ and, ‘You have all this
and I don’t.’ I felt judged
and unsupported, and our
friendship couldn’t last. It
hurts, because I care a lot for
her, but unfortunately that’s
what happens here.”

Despite widespread poverty,
eight in every 1,000 people in
Venezuela has had cosmetic

surgery. Chiqui knows
women who have even had
ribs removed to get a tiny
waist.“It’s like a competition,”
she says.“It’s all, ‘I have a
better outfit than you,’ and ‘I
get more because I’m more
beautiful than you.’”

While women the world
over feel the pressure to look
good, many believe it’s made
worse in Venezuela by the
macho, male-dominated
culture.“This society devalues
women, their intelligence and
their capabilities,” says Alba
Carosio, director of women’s
studies at the Central
University of Venezuela.
“Unattractive women have
fewer opportunities, so
the pressure to conform to
beauty standards is very high
– and I think it’s increasing.”

A UK study into
rhinoplasty (nose jobs) in
Caracas found that British
ideals of beauty are having

the fillers that were used
on her banned, at least 17
women in Venezuela have
died from having similar
procedures done illegally.

The price of beauty
Chiqui Martinez, 22, a
commerce student who
dreams of opening a beauty
salon, blames the situation
on the dire state of the
economy. Venezuela’s
inflation rate is the highest
in the world, its currency
almost worthless. In shops,
there are frequent shortages
of even basic items such
as soap and toilet paper.
A woman working at an
upscale makeup counter
earns around £14 a month,
and a mascara will cost her
nearly two weeks’ wages.

“Because of the state of
the economy, women are
looking for easy money,”

an impact on body image
there too. Of 63 women
studied, all had undergone or
wanted surgery to achieve the
‘ideal’ nose, which they saw as
slender and ‘European’.

Following her horrific
experience, Astrid now works
with the Venezuelan Ministry
of Health, to raise girls’
self-esteem. As many parents
there now give their
daughters a boob job for
their 15th birthday, Astrid
thinks the solution to the
country’s beauty obsession
must begin in the home.

“Unfortunately, women
feel they need to achieve a
certain level of beauty to be
accepted in society,” she says.
“Parents have to teach their
children to like and value
themselves exactly the way
they enter the world. At the
moment women are trying
to attain a beauty ideal that
doesn’t actually exist.”

Chiqui had
breast implants
to look ‘more

beautiful’

For Venezuelan women
who make a living
from their looks, the

essure to be beautiful
en more intense
Miss Venezuela pageant
e of the most popular

nts in the country.
o-thirds of the
pulation watch the final,

nd the winner goes on
o enter the global
ompetitions, where

Venezuela dominates,
boasting six Miss

Internationals, six Miss Worlds
and seven Miss Universe titles.

But the road to becoming a
‘Miss’ is intense. Women have
been known to resort to
extreme slimming measures,
such as stitching plastic mesh
to their tongues so it becomes
too painful to eat. Others have
exchanged sexual favours with
rich men who can fund their
cosmetic surgery.

Communications student
Keyla Letanno, 20, (above) is
hoping to make it into this

year’s Miss Venezuela beauty
pageant, and says that in her
country, society values what’s
on the outside much more
than what’s on the inside.

“From when you’re a little
girl, they tell you to ‘fix
yourself up’ so you’ll be a
beautiful woman,” she says.
“The prettier you look, the
more opportunities you have
to get a good job, a good
husband, a good life.”

Tall and slender, Keyla
hasn’t struggled to meet her
country’s exacting beauty
standards – until now. Her
modelling coaches have told
her she’ll need breast implants
to improve her chances of
making it into the pageant.

“It’s super-scary – I don’t
want an operation,” she says. “I
don’t know how I’ll pay for it. I
hope one of the Miss Venezuela
casting directors will want me
to take part, and pay for me.
But I’ve decided on this path,
and I guess that means I’m
prepared to take any risks.” ◆

‘I’m scared. I don’t want an
operation. But being beautiful
means taking risks…’

Aspiring beauty
queens at a
pageant casting
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‘I TOOKO
THEBIKIN
BODY
TROLLS’

Surgery has left Natasha
with scars on her
stomach – but despite
suffering online
bullying, she’s proud

to wear her bikini…

★

★

I’ve always had a tempestuous
relationship with my stomach
and, as a result, with bikinis. As
a baby, I had a condition called

pyloric stenosis, which meant I
projectile-vomited everything I ate.
Surgery resulted in a 3in scar so deep it
looks like a roll of fat when I sit down.

At school I was teased about it – and
at swimming lessons kids would ask if
I was pregnant. Little wonder that
10 years later, in the grip of
an eating disorder, it was
my stomach I became
obsessed with. Every day
for eight years, the first
thing I did each morning
was lift my pyjama top
and scrutinise my midriff,
not content unless I could
see my ribs. It didn’t matter that
my head had become too big for the
rest of me, or that my legs looked – in
the words of my nan – like pieces of
cotton hanging from my body. It was
a totally flat stomach I wanted – the
very thing my stapled-together flesh
would never allow me to have.

Thankfully, I recovered from my
eating disorder and gained confidence

in my body – although
not quite enough to wear
a bikini in public
(including beach
holidays, where the
tankini was my friend).
Then, in February 2013,
after I went into hospital
for a quick, routine
check to find out why

I’d been suffering
stomach

pains, I
woke to
find myself
lying on my
back, in ago
unable to m
“Why am I

pain?” was the fi
I managed to croak

had major surgery,” a nurse
I tried to lift my head to a
damage but she quickly to
try to move. The surgeon

When he arrived, he exp
I’d ruptured my spleen, re
eight-hour emergency lap
operation that involved sl
the flesh and muscle from

‘The
problem is
your brain

not my
body’
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ckks that’ll make
greeat you feel.
es putting in six
ll aat 6am…)

Eat away the blues
Comfort food doesn’t

have to be stodgy; research
shows that any foods you
associate with someone who
cares for you can actually
help to reduce feelings of
rejection and loneliness.
So if you’re having a down
day, get your mum to send
you the recipe for your
childhood favourite.

Suck a mint
Studies show that sugar

(we’re talking the real kind,
not the artificial sweeteners
you find in diet drinks) can
temporarily boost your
willpower. Try it before you
get to grips with a tough
task. (A little goes a long way,
so this is not an excuse to
mainline chocolate as you’re
powering through.)

Make a feel-good
reading list

Reading-well.org.uk offers
lists of books specially chosen
by users to help improve
mood, from laugh-out-loud
novels including The Secret
Diary Of Adrian Mole, to
thought-provoking reads
such as The Help. Choose
your weapons…

Send a card
to your gran

Experts agree positive activity
boosts your mood, so think
of one genuinely thoughtful
gesture – such as posting
a nice note to a relative or
walking your neighbour’s
dog – and do it once a week.

DON’T DWELLONBAD STUFF
Ever wondered why it’s harder to focus
on success than failure? It’s called

‘negativity bias’, and unless we’re in danger,
it’s useless. If you can’t change a bad situation,
do something nice for someone else instead.

Move the crap out
of your bedroom

When it’s filled with gadgets,
books and stuff you need to
deal with, it’s hard to relax
and enjoy sleep and sex –
the only two things this
room should be used for. ›

SCOOP THE
CHANGE FROM

YOURBAG
Throw it in a jar
and grow a guilt-

free future-holiday
fund.

smart
decisions
you’ll never

regret
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Just say no…
Declining boring stuff

(such as coffee with your
annoying ex-housemate)
makes more room for the
things you like to do.

… but then agree
to do something

totally random
Say yes to that date with
your neighbour’s grandson
or go with your friend to her
Italian-cooking class.Who
knows where it might lead?

Make your
passwords

work for you
You use them every day, so
typing, eg,‘Y0gahe@dstand’will
drill a goal into your mind.

Forgive
and forget

When you’ve had an
argument with somebody, if
you’re the one to make the
first move, chances are the
other person will want to
clear the air too. Plus, being
the bigger person will give
you an extra boost.

Establish
a rule

‘Always take the stairs’; ‘Only
check Facebook after 6pm.’
It sounds arbitrary, but our
brains respond to such rules.

Write a
letter from

your future self
Something simple such
as, ‘Hi! I know it was rubbish
slaving away at weekends, but
that college course was worth
it,’ on a Post-it placed in a
prominent spot – is all you
need. If you think about
yourself achieving the goal
you want, you’ll be more
likely to finish it.

Get an age-
gap friendship

We naturally gravitate
towards friends our own
age, but having mates from
different decades can be
hugely rewarding. Charity
CSV.org.uk can connect you
to both young and old
people in your area in need
of mentoring or friendship.

Make a get-
out plan

If you start thinking that
failing at a plan will be a
bona-fide disaster, it’s only
going to pile extra pressure
on you. So come up with
alternative strategies just
in case things don’t go the
way you expected.

Pet away
stress

Owning a dog can lower
your blood pressure, alleviate
anxiety and decrease stress.
Can’t afford your own?
Borrowmydoggy.com will
hook you up with local
furry friends and their
owners who are looking for
someone to help with Fido.

LOOKFORWARDTO
YOURCOMMUTE
Instead of wasted time, think

of it as a chance to indulge in the things
you love. Try listening to a friend’s
playlist on Spotify, or get stuck into that
new podcast everyone’s talking about.

COUNT TO 100
BEFOREYOU
FREAKOUT

In the end, it’ll make
you seem (and feel)
far more rational,

and less likely to fly
off the handle.

TACKLE
HARDTASKS

IN THE
MORNING

When it’s off your
plate, it’s not
sucking your

mental energy. All.
Day. Long.

STOP
COMPLAINING

We tend to complain
to everyone except

the person
we’re actually

complaining about,
which just drags

us down into
negativity. Instead

of moaning to
whoever will listen,

tackle your
problems head on.

That’s better! ◆

http://Borrowmydoggy.com
http://CSV.org.uk
http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK


http://EVANS.CO.UK
http://www.evans.co.uk/delivery


http://facebook.com/skechers
http://www.skechers.co.uk
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Laura Leigh Abby is happily married to another woman. So why
does she get stressed talking about it? ›

‘Why is it
so hard to say
Imarried
awoman?’

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
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M
y wife and
I recently
celebrated our
first wedding
anniversary, but
we’ve been

together for nearly a decade. By now,
I should be comfortable saying I’m
married to a woman. Instead, when
people ask if we’re sisters or friends,my
wife and I glance anxiously at each
other, urging, ‘No, you say it’.
Everyone has an opinion about being

gay – and we often have to come out
to people without knowing how we’ll
be received. A sort of fatigue sets in.
Although not every day, inquiries
into our personal lives happen often.
Women notice my diamond ring and
compliment my husband’s taste. The
doctor asks if my husband is tall, like
me. I meet friends and their colleagues
for drinks and the innocuous chatter
follows: what do you do? Where do
you live? I love your necklace!
It would be weird to withhold the

fact that I’m a writer, that I live in
Manhattan…or that I’m wearing my
wife’s necklace.Many times the
high-pitched, “Oh!” response is
blithe – this is New York
City, after all. But I brace
myself for occasional
awkwardness: a glance
at my wife (does she
look like a lesbian?),
then back to me.
A silent moment, a
raised eyebrow. A hotel
receptionist asking, “Are
you sure you want the double
bed, and not two singles?” We’re sure.
Nobody wants to admit it, but people

look at a woman differently when they
hear she has a wife. Cosmopolitan
locale or not, coming out turns
everything from a three-hour flight
to an evening with friends into
performance art. Are the lesbians kissing
now? What are they drinking?
It’s the feeling of being watched that

makes me tense – my insecure teenage
self back to harass me; the paranoid
voice that says, ‘Everyone is judging
you.’ So I try to turn it around. ‘He’s
old and conservative-looking,’ I’ll think.
‘He won’t understand.’ Or, ‘She’s
wearing a cross, she’ll want to pray for
us. It’s easier not to mention it.’ Now,

I’m the one who’s doing
the judging.
I don’t wear my sexuality

as I wear my race. I can hide
behind my long hair and
manicured nails. No one
assumes I’m gay and so
I often hear homophobic slurs
disguised as jokes from people
who have no idea they’re
talking about me.
One night, on a crowded

bus, a man was having a
homophobic rant, saying he’d
murder his own mother if she
were gay. I counted my breaths
and tried to slow my racing
heart. But my anger won
over, and I engaged him in a
screaming match when we
both got off at the next stop.
He called me a cocksucker.
I screamed,“I’m a lesbian!”
When I told my wife about
the fight she called me an
idiot.“You can’t argue with
crazy,” she said.
Most encounters are less dramatic.

Early this year, we redecorated our
apartment. People arrived to

paint, sand and plaster. I
wondered how to explain
to Theo, the electrician,
that I can’t tell a cable
box from a tackle box
because my wife
handles the technology.
I held up my hands

and said,“The TV is really
her thing.”He looked at me

from across the room and
asked,“So, is she your sister?”

“She’s my wife,” I answered as
nonchalantly as I could.“You’re gay?”
he said excitedly. I immediately tensed
up. Then he said,“I’m gay too.”
The joy in Theo’s voice, I believe,

came from how he and I surprised each
other. He’s a muscular black man in
his thirties, with dreadlocks and glasses.
I took him for a bit of a Rastafarian
intellectual, but wouldn’t have guessed
he was gay.“It was hard for my mum,”
Theo told me as we traded coming-out
stories. I nodded. I understood.
On our honeymoon to south-east

Asia, my wife and I decided not to use
the word ‘honeymoon’. The culture was
unfamiliar.We didn’t want to shock

people. Then,midway through the
trip, a surprise: rose petals on our bed,
a bottle of champagne on ice and a
congratulatory note.We’d been outed
by our travel agent.
On the last night of our trip, my wife

planned a dinner on the beach. I laced
my fingers through hers as the setting
sun glistened in the tide. “So romantic,”
our waitress crooned, snapping photos
of us. In that moment, I started to
realise I was the sanctimonious one –
I was guilty of acting like my marriage
to a woman was abnormal. No one
there was treating us differently. They
were giving us special treatment
because we were newlyweds, and we
had almost missed out on an experience
that so many other couples savour
without a second thought.
When it comes to LGBTQ rights, I’ve

maintained a possibly naïve belief that
one day we won’t have to worry about
being judged or question the validity
of a marriage between two women.
In the meantime,my wife and I

agree that the more people are exposed
to the warmth of our marriage, the
more comfortable they’ll become. So
I’m going to say it, often: I have a wife.
We kiss, we share a bed – and yes, she
even lets me borrow her jewellery.�

‘Womennotice
mydiamond
ring and

compliment
my husband’s

taste’

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
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How do you make sure you get stuff done? Tweet us @CosmopolitanUK

YOUR BRAIN SAYS ‘But
I’mway too busy…’
BEAT IT! “You need to make
things as easy as possible,”
Serena says.“Pack your gym
bag the night before, or set up
your laptop for when you get
home.”So far, so easy, right?
Until the bit of your brain that
wants to kick back pipes up…
“This is a massive hindrance,”
Serena says.“Despite no real
obstacles, you’ve got in the
way of yourself. Your inner
voice can be nurturing,
insisting we deserve a lie-in if
we’re really tired – but if an
action might inflict ‘suffering’,
we try to avoid it.”Being
successful is hard – don’t take
the easy way out.

YOUR BRAIN SAYS
‘I don’t feel like it.’
BEAT IT! “We never ask
ourselves if we feel like
brushing our teeth. It’s
non-negotiable,” Serena
says.“Sensing whether your
inner voice is being helpful
is like tuning in to a radio.
It gives you the power to
decide what you do and don’t
want to listen to.” Identify
unhelpful thoughts and
push them away with a
louder voice. Find a mantra
(like ‘stronger and healthier’)
that will override how
you feel with what you want
to achieve.Willpower is like
a muscle; it gets easier to use
if you exercise it regularly.

YOUR BRAIN SAYS ‘It’s too
hard. Leave me alone.’
BEAT IT! “Don’t think about
the end result or the whole
process,” Serena says.“Just
focus on the next small
action (open your laptop;
write a sentence of your
novel). Hopefully, you’ll be
absorbed in the task before
you know it.” Even if you’ve
only managed a little bit of
work before going back to
the TV, at least you’ve tried
to tackle your mind.“You
will struggle sometimes,”
Serena admits.“Even top
athletes find it difficult to
get up early and train. But
once you start to see results
it can be really empowering
and motivating. If you can
gain control over your
thoughts, you’ll be capable
of achieving anything you
put your mind to.”

4INSTANT
WORKHACKS
to get productivenow

• Colour your sound•
White noise helps cancel out
irritating background sounds

(take that, office apple-cruncher).
Tmsoft.com has downloadable

options (from rainfall to a purring
cat) to suit every pair of ears.

• Push yourself •
Research shows we’re more

productive when we have a time
limit. Promise to hit a goal by

a certain time, and you’ll
automatically work harder.

•Gooff-peak •
Whether it’s hitting the

gym at odd hours or going
shopping out of town, you
can save time by getting

stuff done when
(or where) no one else is.

• Focus •
‘Jobs’ like updating Spotify fool
your brain into thinking it’s doing
work. Be strict: allot five minutes

per hour for distractions.

e

STOPYOURBRAIN
BEINGYOUR

WORSTENEMY

Ican’
do it

There’s
no
time

Have you ever
deliberated about
whether to go
to the gym –

and found yourself still
mulling it over an hour
later? Or agonised over
still not having started that
screenplay/art project/DIY
job? If so, it’ll come as
no surprise that we spend
a lot more time thinking
about what we want to
do than actually doing it.
“Mulling something over

is important, but it’s not
always helpful – and high
achievers know when to
ignore that inner voice,”
says psychologist Serena
Simmons. It’s time to stop
daydreaming – by shutting
that voice down.

It’s
toohard
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When I was 17, I got
the lead role in a play.
OK, it wasn’t exactly
the West End – the play
was called Sparkleshark,
and was put on by our

school’s drama society – but it was a
step up from the tree I’d played (very
convincingly) the year before.
I was excited about actually having

some lines, but not looking forward to
the scene where I had to appear topless.
I’d never really thought about my

body before. I was a bit chubby, but
being on the rugby team, that was an
advantage. Before my big moment,
though, I decided to lose a bit of weight.
I watched what I ate and exercised –
both normal ways of getting healthy.
Then something happened: women

started to take an interest. I’d always
been rubbish with girls.My idea of a
killer chat-up line was, ‘Do you come
here often?’ And in the context of
school, that’s not even flirting – it’s just
a roll call. Miraculously, though, as I lost
weight, I got noticed by an incredible,
beautiful girl – and we started dating.
It was unbelievable – like every

Richard Curtis film ever written rolled
into one.We spent Christmas,New Year

and my 18th birthday together. There
were nights in and parties; we planned
holidays and what we’d name our kids.
I didn’t care about A-levels, university

applications, funding deadlines… all I
cared about was her. I was hooked – and
I subconsciously began to associate
slimming with success. I’d landed the
woman of my dreams, and began to
believe that if I could just lose a few
more pounds, I could do anything.
I didn’t notice when my

quest to be ‘healthy’ careered
into an addiction. I started
taking diet pills and laxatives.
I needed eight cups of coffee
just to give myself the energy
to get up. I became obsessed with
exercise, yet I thought I was in control.
I became secretive. I’d play music to
stop my girlfriend hearing my gurgling
stomach, and when we ate out, I was
gripped by fear when the bread arrived.
It began to take over – my head was a

prison and anorexia was the guard. He
would stop me if I went to eat. He’d tell
me I wasn’t anorexic, right? There were
people who ate less. Plus I was still
eating, even if only tiny amounts.
Anorexia made me a nightmare to be

around. And eventually, my relationship

starved too. Although I wanted to tell
my girlfriend what was going on, I
couldn’t find the words. I had become
a different person – not the one she’d
fallen for. Inevitably, we broke up. I’d
lost her, and myself too, and only one
thing made me feel better. Anorexia was
a coping mechanism, an addiction.
I had been ill for seven years before

I got help. People assume eating
disorders are a ‘women’s issue’, which
leads to men being underdiagnosed.
Also, I never felt ‘anorexic enough’ to

need treatment. But my health
was really beginning to suffer
– I had kidney pain and
palpitations and couldn’t
sleep. I was always anxious,
had no attention span and a

terrible memory – not very
helpful when you’re a stand-up

comic. I was a wreck, and realising this
pushed me to see a GP.
I’m still in therapy but, little by little,

I’m getting back to the person I was.
My ex has moved on, and I don’t know
if she knows what was wrong with me;
she’s probably forgotten about it. I try
not to think about how different things
might have been if I’d told her. I
comfort myself by remembering that
I might be single – but soon I’ll be free.
• Follow Dave @DaveChawner
or visit Davechawner.co.uk

Dave Chawner, 26, has fought this eating disorder
for eight years – and it’s cost him the love of his life

It’s not justwomen
whoget anorexia

INEVER
FELT

‘ANOREXIC
ENOUGH’
TO NEED

TREATMENT

http://Davechawner.co.uk
http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK




‘I told him
I forgave

him…
The next

day he died’
Facing Father’s Day without your dad can
be incredibly difficult – especially if you’ve

had to work through tough times, as
Cosmo’s Sophie Goddard knows all too well

When people
who knew my
dad see me,
they say I’ve
got his lips.

It’s an odd compliment,
because my dad, Adrian, had
a massive black moustache
covering his. But I still like
hearing we look similar.
This month marks my

10th Father’s Day without
him – that’s 10 years
of feeling that
inescapable
sadness when
the shops
fill with
those naff
cards and
gifts, or when
‘HFD Pops!’
pictures start
cropping up on
Facebook. He was 58 when
he died from an aggressive
brain tumour, within six
months of diagnosis. I was
about to turn 21, and I still
struggle with the fact that

my dad never saw me
graduate, and will never
walk me down the aisle.
Even now, knowing we

won’t make any new
memories together is
hard to come to terms with.
Memories like the time we
drove to London together
for a Michael Jackson
concert. I was only 13, and
we were so far from the stage

that I had to sit on his
shoulders with an
overpriced MJ
periscope we
bought to see
anything. Or
the next year
when we
went on

holiday to
Portugal and

had a massive
argument because he refused
to let me wear a Brazilian
football shirt with my new
cornrows (thank god).
Coming to terms with a

parent’s death is never easy,

but Dad’s was
particularly difficult,
because a few months
before his diagnosis he
had an affair and left my
mum – his wife of 30
years – for his personal
trainer. It was terribly clichéd
– Sarah was in her thirties,
blonde and sporty
(obviously). Everybody was
shocked and hurt, especially
because Sarah had become a
good friend – she was my PT
too, and we got on well.
It felt so out of character.
Mum was devastated, but

handled it with dignity,
moving out of the family
home and into a smaller
place, while Dad moved into
a flat and set up a life with
his new girlfriend. I headed
off to uni, feeling guilty for
leaving my mum (made
worse by the fact that I’m an
only child) and angry at Dad
for the pain he’d caused.
A few months later, Sarah

called Mum in a panic – Dad

was acting strangely on their
holiday. He’d bought six
Chapsticks in one week,
forgetting he already had
one, and kept repeating the
same anecdotes – not
realising he’d told them
already.When they returned,
he was taken to hospital,
where a huge tumour was
found on his brain. Doctors
said his recent behaviour
might be linked to the
tumour, because they can
affect your personality.
I figured it must be at
least partially responsible
for the way he’d behaved
(others disagreed), but
I guess we’ll never really
know what was ‘Dad’ and
what was his illness.
I remember the first time

I went to see him after his ›

‘I still
struggle with
the fact that
he’ll never

walk me down
the aisle’

Hanging
out with
her dad
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diagnosis. He was in hospital
(having the tumour operated
on) and I came face-to-face
with him and Sarah for
the first time since he’d left.
I was nervous about seeing
them both. When he saw
me from his hospital bed,
Dad turned to the doctor
and said,“My son is here!”
I didn’t know what to do
– he didn’t recognise me.
Over the coming weeks he’d
shout,“Sophie, pass me the
chalk!” – impatient because
I didn’t know he was actually
talking about the pepper
mill. He never got any better.

Doctors told us we had six
months to say goodbye. But
because Dad refused to
decide between my mum
and Sarah, the three of us
(me, Mum and Sarah) had
no choice but to form an
unlikely ‘team’ to look
after him for those months.
I found that difficult at
first – why should his new

‘Although
my dad

was a good
person, he
was flawed

too’

Xxxxxx
xxxxxxx

Adrian,
Anita and

Sophie

Sophie and
her mum,
Anita

girlffriiendd get
to share those
precious final
moments? But
while I initially
struggled,
Mum showed
incredible compassion.
To give Dad the happiest
six months we could, she
invited him, and Sarah
whenever she wanted, to
stay in her new home, and
together we all cared for him
– sharing hospital runs,
doctors’ appointments and
trips away. Incredibly, the
experience meant we all
became good friends. That’s
the thing about death – it
changes your priorities and
puts things into perspective.

Together, the three of us
watched my bear of a dad
grow weaker as chemo took
hold. The last time I saw
him was in hospital, and he
wasn’t conscious. I told him
I forgave him for everything,

that I loved him, and
said goodbye as I held
his massive hand in mine.
He died the next day.

But perhaps the hardest
thing about death is
remembering
somebody as
they really
were. When
Mum and
I were last
talking
about Dad,
she said,“I’d
give anything
to see him walk
through the door,
Sophs. But I’d give anything
to see him leave again
too. Because I’d like him to
be alive, just… in another

town.” We both laughed,
because that’s the truth, isn’t
it? Just because somebody’s
dead doesn’t mean you
have to see them through
rose-tinted glasses. Although
my dad was a good person
and father, he was flawed
too (as we all are) – he
could be short-tempered,
impatient and selfish, and
we’d argue constantly.

It’s hard knowing we
never got to talk to Dad
about his affair, and that he
never apologised, or even
really acknowledged it. But
the summer after he died,
Sarah started training me
again – we’d go for long
runs or bike rides together,
and talk about Dad and
everything that had
happened. We even went
to the Isle of Wight festival
together. I remember Sarah
and me hugging and crying
as we watched Coldplay sing,
I Will Fix You (cheesy, I
know), and vowing we’d
emain friends. And we have,

mum included. Once you’ve
one through something like
hat, you form a bond that’s
ifficult for anybody else to
nderstand, let alone break.
This Father’s Day, I’ll

be remembering the Joni
Mitchell song, A Case Of
You, which we played at
Dad’s funeral (he’d originally
requested We Built This City
On Rock And Roll but Mum

and I vetoed it as
he was on some

very strong
painkillers at
the time...)
The lyrics go,
‘I remember
that time you

told me / You
said “love is

touching souls”/
Surely you touched

mine.’ And that, Dad, no
matter what happened – or
what we argued about – will
always be true. �

At the Isle of
Wight festival
with her dad’s
girlfriend Sarah

http://ISTOCKPHOTO.COM
http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
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“It’s actually easier for me to do
a photoshoot with my clothes off
than it is to play Jack in Revenge.
I’m the weirdest choice for the role
– I’m a goofy, insecure, quiet guy,
but I have to act cool. I find it
easier just being me – even if
I have to take my shirt off!

“I’ve never really spoken much
about it, but cancer has affected my
life so I’m pleased to do this shoot
for Cancer Research UK. I lost my
brother over 20 years ago when I
was 14 and he was 24. He was only
diagnosed when doctors X-rayed his
torso after a motorcycle accident
and found advanced cancer. I think
sometimes men feel ill but we just
don’t like to go to the doctor. If

doing this can raise some awareness
of that issue, then that’s great.”
• Testicular cancer is themost
common cancer in twenty-

somethingmen, but is curable if
found early. Research showsmen
are less likely to have health checks
thanwomen, so remind themen
in your life to check their bits

regularly for lumps.

The leading actor from
E4’s Revenge joins our

body-awareness campaign

Nick
Wechsler

Cancer Research UK is determined to
beat cancer; its goal is three in four
people surviving cancer within
the next 20 years. Join the

fight at Cruk.org.

KNOWING YOUR NAKED
BODY CAN HELP SPOT

CANCER EARLY

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

http://Cruk.org
http://cosmopolitan.co.uk/nickwechsler
http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
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THEY ASKED
YOUWHAT?
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questions do cross into personal territory
in this way, they risk breaking the law. So
questions relating to your health or
disability (such as howmany sick days
you’ve taken) aren’t allowed unless the
job has specific requirements that can’t
be altered to meet the candidate’s needs.

Questions about your marital
status, or plans to have kids at some
point, are verboten. There’s a big
difference between asking, ‘What are
your long-term career goals?’ and, ‘So,
would you return to work after having
a baby?’ The same applies to your
lifestyle choices – questions about
whether you smoke or how many

glasses of Pinot you put away on
weekends – all not allowed.

Ditto, questions
about your personal
beliefs (unless directly
related to the job).

If you’re asked about the sex of your
partner, this could fall foul of sexual-
orientation regulations.

Government guidelines stipulate
that questions about age are banned
because you could be discriminated
against for being (supposedly) too
young or old for a position. You don’t
have to put your age on your CV, and
an application form shouldn’t ask for
it unless the job itself requires you to
be above a certain age. Some employers
may try to get round this by asking
sneaky questions (‘Do you remember
when Ant & Dec presented CD:UK?’),
but you’re not obliged to answer!

et’s face it, every
interview contains
at least one curveball
– but did you know
some questions are
actually illegal? “What
employers are allowed
to ask and what they’re

not is pretty straightforward,” explains
James Reed, chairman of Reed.co.uk
and author ofWhy You? 101 Interview
Questions You’ll Never Fear Again.“And
interviewers can get slapped with
legal action if they ignore the rules
– but in reality some are ignorant, or
are sneaky and will ask anyway.”

THENO-GOAREAS
“Most of the time we can sense
whether it’s a friendly or an
inappropriate question,”
says James.“Ask yourself if
the person posing these
questions is doing so for
a good and valid reason.
Is it relevant to the role
you’re going for? Could
they be under the misguided
assumption that they’re
breaking the ice?” If you’re already
employed and it’s your boss asking, it’s
generally OK, unless you feel you were
later treated differently because of
something you said. If you’re still unsure,
here are the red-flag areas employers
should not be asking you about…

You should only be interviewed
on your ability to do a job, but employers
might also be interested in whether your
personal situation could affect your work
(for example, if you have a recurring
health problem that means you need
to go for more doctor’s appointments
than your colleagues). Thanks to
anti-discrimination legislation,when

Standard job-interview questions are tricky
enough (what is your worst quality?) – but
some could be illegal. Here’s how to deal with
the ones no employer – or boss – should ask

THEY ASK ‘Do you intend to have
children any time soon?’

Address the underlying worry without
going into too much detail. For example,
‘I plan to keep working, whether or not

I decide to have a family.’

THEY ASK ‘Will you be taking any
specific religious holidays?’

Unless your beliefs will affect your work
life, how much you reveal about your
faith is your decision. Something like,

‘I’ve never had any issues staying within
the limits of my employer’s policy on

leave before, and can’t imagine it’ll be a
problem here either,’ will suffice.

THEY ASK ‘What does your
boyfriend do for a living?’

They could be trying to gauge your
sexual orientation, so make sure your
answer is one you’re comfortable

giving – be as vague or detailed as you
like. For example, ‘At the moment, my

partner works full-time in media.’

THEY ASK ‘Where are you
from originally?’

If you feel the question has a racial
angle, you’re within your rights to ask
how your ethnicity is relevant to the
role. If you want to answer, something
like, ‘My family are from [country],

but I’ve lived in the UK since birth/for
xxx years…’ will cover it.
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Ethnicity
Where you’re from should

never be a factor in whether you land
the job, so employers can’t ask where
your parents are from, or how long
you’ve been in the country. They can
however, check whether you can
legally work in the UK.

HOWTOHANDLE IT
When Gemma James, 26, from Derry,
was interviewed for a role at a major
finance company, she was quizzed on
everything from her parents’ separation
to why she didn’t have a boyfriend.
“The interviewer started by asking

about my relationship status, living
arrangements and if I felt I’d still be ›

James explains how to
handle off-limits queries and
get the job (if youwant it…)

Questions
on whether you
smoke or how
much wine you
put away on
weekends are
verboten

http://Reed.co.uk
http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
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I work for a
marketing agency and
was recently awarded
a promotion. My

friend (and colleague) also went
for it, but now that I’m her boss
it’s created an awkward dynamic.
How can I overcome this?
Charlotte*, 26, London

KARREN SAYS You both have to be
professional here, because when two
friends apply for a job it’s obvious
one of you could get it. Ideally, the
potential pitfalls of this situation
should be discussed at an earlier
stage (when you’re still filling in
the application) but clearing the
air now will still be beneficial.
Ideally,meet outside of work (where
you’re on an equal footing). Explain
your position: that you’re happy
about your promotion, but that
you’re also sorry your friend had to
be disappointed.Ultimately, you
both need to recognise clear
boundaries between your friendship
and your working relationship that
weren’t required before. That means
no office gossip, or over-relying on
your mate at work. This promotion
doesn’t mean turning your back on
your friend, but creating a new,
professional dynamic.Otherwise,
you risk both
limiting yourself
from future
promotions and
damaging your
friendship.◆

Cosmo’s resident superwoman
solves your work dilemmas

SORTSYOUR
LIFEOUT

HAVE YOU GOT A WORK DILEMMA?

@CosmopolitanUK using #KB,

questionforkarren@hearst.co.uk
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have the rights of someone who has
been deprived of work for an illegal
reason. But it can be a lengthy, costly
and emotional process – and very
difficult to prove.” Either way it’s still
worth reporting what happened to the
agency (if you used one).
More likely, though, you’ll just use

your experiences to avoid working for
that company. James says,“These types

of question are a red flag that
the role might not be right
for you, so follow your gut.”

Gemma agrees.“I
ended up taking the job
and the manager who
interviewed me was
horrific to work for,” she

says.“Next time I’ll listen
to my instincts.”

Where and who you work for
is an integral factor in your happiness.
So treat any inappropriate questions
just as you’d treat a dodgy comment on
a first date – don’t ignore it, and never
feel you have to settle.“There are plenty
of fantastic companies out there,” James
says.“Nobody should have to work for
one who discriminates in any way.”

“I have loads of
handbags, but I mostly

much organised chaos.
I’m always fairly well

house a year ago! She
was like, ‘There’s a

able to commit to work if I met
someone,”Gemma recalls.“I was then
asked why my parents were no longer
together and about the affect their split
had on me. The questions weren’t
relevant at all, but I really wanted the
job, so I went along with it.”
While, understandably, Gemma felt

pressured to answer, when it comes
to this line of questioning the ball is
in your court.“How you react
to this is a personal
decision,” explains James.
“Can you deflect the
situation with humour,
or by tactfully changing
the subject? If the
interviewer is asking
about children, turn the
tables – and ask them about
their children. Failing that, use
silence to your advantage – if you let
their question hang, they might realise
they’ve overstepped the mark.”
If you feel strongly that you have been

discriminated against, you can consider
going to an employment tribunal.“It
doesn’t matter if you don’t work for
that organisation,” says James.“You still

GIZZI
ERSKINE

‘I was asked
whymy parents
were no longer
together, but

I wanted the job
so Iwent along

with it’

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
mailto:questionforkarren@hearst.co.uk
http://cosmopolitan.co.uk/worklife
http://Brita.co.uk


http://cowandgate.co.uk/products




Dress, £55, River Island.
Bag, £25, Accessorize. Earrings,

£55, Tatty Devine ›

great d



Dress, £75, Asos.
Sunglasses,
£5.99, New Look



Dress, £290, Rebecca
Taylor. Shoes, £925,
Charlotte Olympia.
Sunglasses, £157,
Wildfox. Bag, £295,
Kate Spade New York›
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Dress, £190, Three Floor.
Shoes, £400, Jerome C
Rousseau. Sunglasses,
£201, Miu Miu at
Sunglasses Shop. Clutch,
£26, Pret A Portobello

94



Dress, £895, Issa.
Shoes, £260, Kat
Maconie. Sunglasses,
£165, Karen Walker.
Clutch, £85, Essentiel ›
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Dress, £95, Warehouse.
Shoes, £185, Carlo Pazolini

Dress, £395, Coast.
Sunglasses, £165,
Karen Walker

Hair Ian Djurkin at
Artist-management.net.
Makeup Brian Duprey
for Nars Cosmetics at
Judy Casey Inc.
Fashion Assistant
Katie Saxon.
With thanks to the Hotel
Victor South Beach, Miami;
for reservations see
Hotelvictorsouthbeach.com.

http://Artist-management.net
http://Hotelvictorsouthbeach.com
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Bra, £20; briefs,
£8, both Next.
Shoes, £425,
Christian Louboutin.
Stockings, £18,
Wolford. Bracelet,
as before ›

103
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Body, £215,
Madame Aime.
Bracelet, as before





Body, £18,
Next. Ring,
£249, Carat



i
,

. a e
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Dress, POA,
Luisa Beccaria.
Bra, £36; briefs,
£22, both Heidi
Klum Intimates.
Necklace, as before

Hair Ian Djurkin
at Artist-
management.net.
Makeup Brian
Duprey for Bobbi
Brown at Judy
Casey Inc.
Model Olivia
Greenfield at Next.
Fashion Assistant
Katie Saxon.
With thanks to
Hotel Victor South
Beach, Miami,
Hotelvictorsouth
beach.com.

http://Artist-management.net
http://Artist-management.net
http://Hotelvictorsouthbeach.com
http://Hotelvictorsouthbeach.com






Cardigan, £345,
Madeleine Thompson.
Swimsuit, £98,
Seafolly. Shoes, £755,
Rupert Sanderson.
Earrings, £128; cuffs,
from £425; rings, from
£70, all Dower & Hall







Swimsuit, £290,
Ephemera. Shoes,
as before.
Jewellery, as
before ›



Swimsuit, £195,
Heidi Klein. Shoes,
£705, Gina. Earring,
as before



http://Azretreatcenter.com


Embrace your shape in flattering
pieces with added support

Swimwear for
your curves
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Bikini top,
32B-34F, £26;
bottoms, 8-16,

£18, Boux Avenue

Bikini, 6-14, £20, Boohoo

Bikini,
xs-l, £90,
Wildfox

Bikin top, 32A/B-
38F/G, 10; bottoms,

6-2 , £14, Next
Swimsuit, 8-18,
£55, Biba at
House Of
Fraser

Bikini top, 30D- , £35; bottoms,
8-22, £18, Curvy Kate

Bikini top, 32A-32E, £26.50;
ttoms, 8-16, £18.5

Swimsuit, 8-20, £48,
Reger by Janet

Reger at Debenhams

Bikini, 8-14,
£32, Paper
Dolls

Bikini, s-xl, £33,
Bikiniboo at Etsy

Bikini t - G,
£26; b

£

i i top,
£ ; toms,
£35, bo 8-16,
BettyLic us

Bikini t p, £32; bottoms,
£20, b h 8-18, Dickins &
Jones House Of Fraser

S ims t,
8-20, £1 ,
Primark

Wherever you’re headed,
be sure to pack sleek

swimwear.We’ve got all
the shapes and sizes
you’ll ever need

SUPER
S WIMWE AR

SPECTACUL AR

Bikini top,
10B-18DD, £18;
bottoms, 10-20,

6, M&

Bikini top, £61;
bottoms, £39, both
8-14, Seafolly at

Coco Bay

Bik ni top,
32A-32E, £18;
bottoms, 8-16,
£ 4, Red Herri

ebenh s

Bikini top, 32B-36D,
£16.99; bottoms, 6-18,

£9.99, New Look

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK


Super-chic bathers – for poolside
posing and glam beach queens

Elegant lady
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Bikini t ,
£85; bott ,
£59, Sim

Pérèle

Swimsuit,
£131, Black
by Jets at
Simply
Beach

Bikini
top, £18;
bottoms,
£14, River
Island

Swimsuit,
£29, Very

Swimsuit,
£29, Very

Swimsuit, £72,
Calzedonia

Bikini, £110,
Forever Unique

Swimsuit,
£29,

Accessorize

Bikini, £152, Marysia
at Salt Resort Wear

Bikini top,
£90; bottoms,
£90, Vix at
Salt Resort

Wear

Bikini, £165,
Forever
Unique

Swimsuit, £190,
Heidi Klein at
Simply Beach

Bikini,
£159, Pistol
Panties

£42;
bo om 22,
C a

Bikini top, £28; bottoms,
£28, John Lewis

ini, £100,
Forever Unique

Bikini top, £55;
bottoms, £38, Mouillé

Bikini, £190,
Marianna G

Bikini, £39, Motel ›

Bikini top, £35;
bottoms, £25,
Curvy Kate

Swimsuit,
£330,
Moeva

Swimsuit,
£135, Forever

Unique

Swimsuit,
£51, Victoria’s

Secret

Swimsuit, £58,
Figleaves

Bikini top,
£40; bottoms,
£35, Virgos
Lounge

i top,
bottoms,

£ imone
rè e

Swimsuit,
£165,
Mileti

Biki i, 100,
Fore er nique

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
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Bikini, £35,
Motel

Swimsuit,
£189, Pistol

Panties

Bikini
top, £10;
bottoms,
£10, Red

Herring at
Debenhams

Bikini, £20,
Boohoo

,
ms,

19, Vic ria’s
S Swimsui 45,

Gorg a
Deb

Bikini top, £53; bottoms,
£38, Seafolly at Coco Bay

Bikini to ,
£49;

bottoms,
£42;

Seafolly a
John Lewis

Bikini, £183, PilyQ at
Beach Cafe

Swi s it,
£12

Wild x

Bikini top,
£40; bottoms,

£35, Virgos
Lounge

Bikini, £225,
Kiini at

Beach Cafe

Bikini top, £42; bottoms,
£22, Calzedonia

Bikini top, £16; bottoms,
£14, River Island

Bikini, £73,
Seafolly at

Ann’s
Cottage

Bikini top, £25;
bottoms, £20,
Minkpink X at

Urban Outfitters

Bik
£16.99; b s
£9.99, N k

Biki i, £3 ,
nimal

Swimsuit,
£25, Very

Bikini top, £26;
bottoms, £15, Next

Bikini,
£232, Mara
Hoffman
at Beac

Cafe

Bik i, £ 00,
Fore er nique

Get your bikini or a cutaway
swimsuit on for some hardcore
raving and sun worshipping

Ibiza calling Bikini top,
£3; bottoms,
£3, George

Bikini top, £12.99;
bottoms, £7.99, H&M

Bikini, £68, Little
White Lies

ikini, £49, J te
mwear3 5

0,
Marianna G
Bikini, £130
Marianna G

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK


£14,
F+F
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Hit the pool in a sle
graphic monochrom

colour-block swims

One-pi
wonde

£89.99, Seafolly

£35, Animal

£34, Topshop

£200, Melissa
Odabash at
Simply Beach

£35, Marks &
Spencer

£112, Mouillé

£55, Figleaves

£129, Maryan
Mehlhorn at
Simply Beach

£50, Figleaves

£280, Moeva ›

£19.99, New Look

£120, Simone
Pérèle

5, Wildfox
at Urban
Outfitters

£165 zzuul

£140 ildfox

£95,
Whi

a

org

, Bikiniboo
at Etsy

£35, River
Island

£142, Miraclesuit
at Simply Beach

arks
ncer

£69, Reiss

£15, F+F

£75, T mmy
Hi ger

£99.50,
Princesse
Tam Tam

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
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http://very.co.uk


http://Girlwithcurves.com
http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK


http://Havaianasstore.com
http://Havaianasstore.com
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http://odor-eaters.co.uk




http://George.com


http://Cosmofragrance.net
http://Cosmofragrance.net
http://Cosmofragrance.net
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Make a style statement with
your choice of wrist candy

6

7 9

1
£229,
Beering

£95, Karen Millen
£225,
Folli Follie

£149, Guess
Watches

£80, Komonno

£349,
Swarrovski

£169,
Seiko

£219, Citizen

£44.50,
SSwattchh

£225, Vivienne
Wesstwood

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK


subscribe now on the Apple Newsstand

HANDY,HASSLE-FREE
ANDSAVE

When you subscribe to digital edition

SAVE
UPTO
55%*

*Saving compared to buying a single issue digital edition

e most convenient
way to enjoy your favourite magazine wherever and whhenever you want,
but did you know you can now get it delivered straight to your device
each month for EVEN LESS? Hassle-free & saving you up to 55%.

Why not subscribe today!

Digitally
enhanced!



Now on EVEN more devices!

● CHEAP!Saveup to55%bysubscribing

● HASSLE-FREE!Wedeliver it straight toyour
deviceeachmonth soyoucanput your feet up

● HANDY!Always there forwhenyouhave to
findwhere thatdresswas from!

● ONYOURDEVICE!Leavingyourhandbag
free for thosemust-haveessentials

Subscribe toourdigital
editionbecause it’s…
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Words
beauty dire

Ingeborg van Lotringen
Fashion &

direction Shelly Vella
Photogra
Mark Cant

It’s all about
wet-look hair

this summer. Style
it out like a slick
vixen (not a
drowned rat)



“This lush half-wet, half-dry style can be rocked
anywhere (no beach necessary) and on any hair
length,” says our stylist Heath Massi. “Add beachy
texture to your lengths with a salt spray; those by

professional brands will give a fluffy grittiness that’s
not too heavy. Then tie the bottom half away with a
band. Rub a light gel-wax into your fingers and use
them to rake your hair back and up from the hairline

to the edge of the tied-back section. Work
in small sections until the whole scalp area

is ‘painted’ with gel. Neatly go over
the area with a comb, then

untie the lengths.” ›



-

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
http://Cosmopolitan.co.uk/dutchbraid


“For a wet, lived-in feel, drench hair with salt spray,”
says Heath. “Part from either side of the hairline to
the back of the middle of the scalp, and clip this
V-shaped section away. Smooth the side sections
against the scalp with oil spray and tie hair at the
nape of the neck. Twist the top section and very
loosely pull it back so as to create height. Tie
with a band at the crown, then join the two

ponies with a band at shoulder height.
Pull bits out from the top section

and mist with hairspray.” ›





141

“This is a perfect beach look,” says Heath. “Start by working an oil
or gloss spray with UV protection through you hair; you may as well
kill two birds with one stone. Make a side parting, then take a
section of hair at the hairline on each side of the part and bring
them together just behind the ear opposite the parted side. Tie in a
double knot, but don’t tighten the knots together. Use a pin, hidden
between the knot and the scalp, to secure your handiwork.” ›



http://Kuramathi.com
http://Cosmopolitan.co.uk/travel
http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK


http://ogxbeauty.com
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LOOK
HOT

With at-home beauty treatments more
affordable than ever, there’s never been a better

time to try salon treatments at home

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK


http://goodhousekeeping.co.uk/institute/cosmo
http://www.hearstmagazines.co.uk/gh/1gh10634


http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK


http://WAHANDA.COM
http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
http://cosmopolitan.co.uk/salonathome


http://freederm.co.uk




http://PANTENE.CO.UK




http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK/50LINERS


http://Boots.com
http://Cosmopolitan.co.uk/summerparty
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Strokes
GENIUS

AGOODBRUSHKITCANGIVEYOUMAKEUP-ARTIST SUPERPOWERS.HERE’S
OURFOOLPROOFGUIDEONWHERE (ANDHOW)TOUSEEACHONE… ›

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK


http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
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In nextmonth’sCosmo

YLISH
NNIESF E

pairs to
collect*

ON
SALE

CAT’S EYES

JACKIE O'S

AVIATORS

FORA
DAILYDOSE
OFCOSMO…

Follow us
@CosmopolitanUK

Follow our boards
at Pinterest.com/
CosmopolitanUK

Like us on
Facebook.com/
CosmopolitanUK

Visit us at
Cosmopolitan.
co.uk

Follow us on
Instagram:
CosmopolitanUK

http://Cosmopolitan.co.uk
http://Cosmopolitan.co.uk
http://Facebook.com/CosmopolitanUK
http://Pinterest.com/CosmopolitanUK
http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
http://Pinterest.com/CosmopolitanUK
http://Facebook.com/CosmopolitanUK


http://Shewearsfashion.com
http://Llymlrs.com
http://Pagesbymegan.com
http://Leannelimwalker.blogspot.co.uk
http://Leannelimwalker.blogspot.co.uk
http://Hannahlouisef.com
http://Livecolour.co.uk
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How tofind a
goodpermanent-
makeup artist
We asked the British
Association of Beauty
Therapy & Cosmetology
(BABTAC) for its top tips

� Take a look at your
therapist’s portfolio to gauge

their experience.
� Social media makes it

easier than ever to read client
reviews, so do your research.
� Check out your therapist’s
training, which should be
accredited by an awarding
organisation or an official

association such as BABTAC.
� Make sure your therapist
has specialist treatment-risk
insurance to cover you both.
� Before booking, ask the

therapist to show you around
the clinic so you can check
it’s clean and hygienic.

� A good therapist will be
able to prove that the

machine being used in the
treatment has a CE mark, and

the pigment follows EU
safety regulations.

� Some councils require
therapists to have a special
treatment licence. If yours
does, ask to see a copy.

� Be wary if the price seems
unusually cheap. This is an
invasive treatment and it

should cost a significant sum.

Having a tattoo
on your face
isn’t a decision
to be taken
lightly, even

if it’s not a Hangover-style
design running from temple
to jaw. Eyebrow inking has
been around for a while, but
I’ve always associated it with
that surprised, black-marker-
pen effect. Each to their own,
but I prefer the full, natural
look, and always assumed
a tattooist’s chair wasn’t the
place to get it. But growing
back overplucked brows is
hard, goddammit. And some
areas of my brow bone just

Why Ihad
myeyebrows
tattooedon
Somemay think it a step too far in the quest
for perfect brows, but BeautyWriterCassie
Powney found it positively face-changing…

don’t ‘do’ hair anymore,
resulting in lots of filling in
– a job that makes me both
bored and angry (bangry?).
One day I found myself

admiring the enviable arches
of a certain reality-TV star
in a certain reality-TV house.
Whenever the alarm sounded
and she shot up in bed all
crumpled and hung-over, her
brows were immaculate. I
spend a fair amount of time
looking crumpled and
hung-over, so I Googled her
secret, and found permanent-
makeup artist Tracie Giles.
As I nervously stepped into

my first consultation, Tracie

assured me her 3D Hair By
Hair Brows aren’t eyebrow-
shaped tattoos (don’t ever
have your eyebrows actually
permanently tattooed on).
“I use pure hypoallergenic
minerals to weave
microscopic hair strokes
among a client’s natural ones,”
she explained.“This is done
under intense magnification
using a precision acupuncture
needle.” Tracie spent ages
studying my face, designing
what she considered to be my
perfect brow shape, using a
white pencil to blank out the
hairs she wanted to remove
and a darker one to draw in

the ones she would
add permanently.
Seeing the brow
shape I’d end up
with before giving
her the go-ahead
felt very reassuring.
So, was the

tattooing itself
painful? Well, there were
moments when I found
myself gripping the sides
of the bed, but it was only
a hair stroke of pain at
a time, so bearable. And
worth it; I love my perfectly
symmetrical new shape. The
initial darkness did make me
flinch, but Tracie assured me
the colour would fade by up
to 50% within a week, and
she was right. After a top-up
a few weeks later, I was the
proud owner of some
seriously shapely, natural-
looking brows. Even my
mum’s partner pointed them
out (and he can’t even tell
me and my twin sister apart
after eight years – go figure).
They’ll need maintaining

every nine to 12 months, and
as the treatment costs £495,
with the annual retouch
coming in at £225, this
doesn’t fit everyone’s budget.
But for a brow obsessive like
me who can’t hack getting
bangry every morning, it’s
a treat well worth saving for.

http://FOLIO-ID.COM
http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK


http://Cosmopolitan.co.uk/styleoff




http://ThinkIRD.com
http://Ladival.co.uk
http://WWW.BRITISHSKINFOUNDATION.ORG.UK/SKININFORMATION/SKINCANCER.ASPX


http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK/BEAUTYLAB
http://THISISBEAUTYMART.COM


http://Scholl.co.uk




http://barrym.com


� � � � � � � � � � �

o-thirds of location-
ed dating app users
men. So we should
spoilt for choice…
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PEOPLE SEEKING
LOVE ONLINE

ARE LESS DRAWN
TO FLASHY

PROFILES THAN
ONES THAT ARE
MORE HUMBLE

AND REAL. KEEP IT
MODEST, FOLKS.

20% of women think
a man with a dog is

twice as attractive as one
with a large salary or a big

house. Can we have
all three please?DRUNK IN LOVE

BEING IN LOVE MIGHT
STOP YOU GETTING
TIPSY. APPARENTLY,
THE PRESENCE OF
‘LOVE HORMONE’
YTOCIN CAN STOP
OOZE AFFECTING

YOUR BRAIN.

HANDS
OFF!

People with a longer
ring finger than

index finger may be
more likely to cheat
than those with the
same length. First

date = palm reading.

People who get a daily hug are less likely
to catch a cold, one study showed

says it how it is

B
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eople who are insecure about their
elationships are more engaged on
social media. *Logs off Facebook*

“WHEN SOMEONE
CHEATSONYOOU,
IT’S ABOUT
THEM…THEIRR
SHORTCOMINNGS.
NOTBECAUSEE
YOUWEREN’TTT
ENOUGH.”

FLIRT ALERT
36% of men can tell when someone’s flirting
with them. Just 18% of women can. *Noted*

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
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“I was working at a summer camp in
America when I met Steve*, and there
was instant chemistry. Soon, we were
sleeping together regularly. One night
we were having a drink with Steve’s
friend Matt*, when Matt turned and
kissed me. I was shocked, but he was

“I always figured I had a pretty good
bullshit detector – but it clearly wasn’t
working when I laid eyes on Ryan*.We
met through work, and kissed after a
company night out.We started texting,
and I was flattered – he was Mr Popular,
so knowing he liked me was an ego
boost.We kept it quiet at work because
he was more senior than me – or at
least that’s the reason he told me…
“After twomonths of flirting,we slept

together,which was great.Ryan began
referring to me as his girlfriend and
he’d send me flowers.Within weeks, I’d
introduced him to my family.But six
months after I’d first met him, a woman
with his surname joined Facebook
and started tagging him in photos.As I
clicked through her pictures, I felt sick – it
was clear that not only was Ryan married
to her, but they also had two children.
“I immediately tried to ring him, but

he avoided my calls for days.When he
finally texted, he said he couldn’t leave
his wife as she’d ruin him financially,
but asked if we could still carry on as

…A small word with big
consequences. It’s just about
two adults getting together
and having a bit of fun,
right? But every now and
then things get a lot more
complicated than we ever
expected. And sometimes
an intimate encounter can
change everything, as these
women discovered…

really good-looking, so I instinctively
kissed him back.When I pulled away,
Steve was smiling.We’d never discussed
having a threesome, but suddenly I felt
excited – I knew they both found me
attractive, and that was a huge turn-on.
“Over the next half hour, I had

sex with each of them in turn. It felt
amazing – they both gave me so much
attention, and I felt totally in control.
“They didn’t touch each other, but the

next day Steve told me everything was
fine between him and Matt. Steve and I
carried on seeing each other until I flew
back to the UK a couple of weeks later.
“We’ve spoken fairly regularly since,

but things are strictly platonic. Part
of me can’t believe it happened – I’d
never fantasised about or considered
a threesome before I met the boys.
Either way, I don’t think I’d ever have
one with a serious boyfriend – it would
cause way too much heartache. But that
experience was definitely a lot of fun.”

we were. Naturally, I said no, and quit
my job the same day. Ryan and his wife
have since gone on to have twins, but
he still texts and emails me every few
months to see if I’ve changed my mind.
I never respond. I still can’t believe I
got so intimate with a man who, really,
I knew absolutely nothing about.”

Beth, 29*, is a support
worker from Manchester

Rosy, 28, is a teacher
from Edinburgh

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
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assistant from Bristol

“Theo* and I had been to the same
school – and I’d always had a crush on
him. So when I bumped into him at a
party last year and he said he was single,
the conversation soon turned flirty.
“We ended up at my place, but things

felt awkward. Theo seemed nervous
about using a condom, and asked
me to put it on for him.‘Just pretend
I’m a virgin,’ he joked. The sex was
disappointing and over really quickly.
“The next day he left, and neither of

us pursued anything more. Then, six

“Ikenna and I met at work, and
immediately clicked. But if you’d
told me then that we’d end up in bed
together, I’d have thought you were
mad.He was nine years older than
me and brilliantly funny.We hung out
every lunchtime and would constantly
text, discussing everything from work
to relationships (he had a girlfriend at
the time, and I was seeing somebody
too). People often told us, ‘You two will
totally end up together,’ but I thought
they couldn’t be more wrong.
“Then I broke up with my boyfriend,

and a few weeks later I handed in my
notice at work. It was at my leaving
party that we kissed for the first time –
he’d broken up with his girlfriend too.
While I definitely ffeelt the chemistry,
I didn’t want to sleeep with him that
night – what if it ruuined
our friendship? Butt
we spent more timee
together and
eventually hadd sex.
It felt complettely
natural – and it
changed everyythingg.
“Next day, Ikkenna

emailed me asking for a

months later, we bumped into each
other. Predictably, we ended up in bed
again, but the sex was still not great.
Afterwards, I asked him outright how
many people he’d slept with – and he
said I’d been his first. He was 23 and
good-looking, so I just didn’t expect it.
“He was obviously embarrassed, but

I thought he should have told me, as
taking somebody’s virginity is a big
deal. I feel bad for judging him, but I
don’t think I’d have gone through with
it if I’d known – I’ve always felt losing
your virginity should be with somebody
you’re dating. Either way, I can’t see
myself with a guy who’s dishonest –
and not in sync with me in bed.”

“I met John* through my job in the
finance industry. He was older than
me and really confident, which I loved.
After-work drinks soon turned into
dinners, then hanging out together at
weekends. The first time we had sex
it was great – I felt really relaxed with
him – and things progressed quickly.
“Soon we were spending all our time

together. Because I was on the Pill (and
figured I knew John well), we didn’t
always use condoms. Rookie error.
Although things were good, I couldn’t
shake a nagging feeling that he wasn’t
being entirely honest with me.
“We’d been together for two months

when I found out through Facebook
that he had a girlfriend. But worse was
to come just a few days later. I’d had
a suspicion something was wrong and
my GP confirmed I had chlamydia.
“When I texted John to tell him,

he didn’t even bother to reply – so
I made the decision to tell his girlfriend
about us. I got an angry text from John
asking why I was ‘puutting her through
this’, but I thought shhe had a right to
know – chlamydia ddoesn’t always have

symptoms, and ccan cause infertility.
“I don’t know what she did or

whhetthher tthhey’’re still together, but I
still occasionnally see him at work

(which is awkward). I do feel
a sennse of relief, though

–– what happened
shows the kind of
person he is.”�

Lucy, 31, is a financial support
worker from London

Abby, 25, is a PR executive,
from Bristol

chat, and that evening he told me he’d
been in love with me for a while and
wanted to give our relationship a go.
I was confused, so I asked for time to
think about it. He gave me a week –
we’ve now been together for 18 months.
“I remember him saying to me, ‘You

probably don’t know it yet, but this is
going to work,’ and despite my worries
about ruining our friendship, it turns
out he was right!”

http://ISTOCKPHOTOS.COM
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OFF
TANNING PRODUCTS

Need a little help getting beautifully
bronzed for summer? Well, this month
you can enjoy 25% off a professional
St Tropez spray-tan treatment by the
experts at your nearest Virgin Active

Health Club.Or you can choose from a host of
at-home products, with 25% off the award-
winning range at Sttropeztan.co.uk. Best-
selling Self Tan Express Mousse provides a
light, sun-kissed glow in as little as an hour,
or leave it on for up to three hours for a
deeper, darker bronze. There’s also the
super-hydrating Self Tan Luxe Dry
Oil, for a luxurious long-lasting tan
with an instant shimmer veil.
It’s the brand Kate Moss trusts
to get her skin looking this
gorgeously golden,
so we’re stocking
up on St Tropez for
a beach-ready glow
this summer.

We’ve teamed up with top tanning brand
St Tropez to offer you an exclusive

discount – just in time for summer!

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: THIS OFFER IS VALID AT PARTICIPATING VIRGIN ACTIVE HEALTH CLUBS AND ONLINE AT STTROPEZTAN.CO.UK. THIS CODE IS VALID BETWEEN
1 MAY 2015 AND 3 JUNE 2015 INCLUSIVE. FURTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY: SEE STTROPEZTAN.CO.UK FOR FULL DETAILS.

at participating Virgin
Active Health Clubs and

at Sttropeztan.co.uk
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or cchange-your-life sex advice, ask Cosmo’s sex psychotherapist,

She takes
so long!
My girlfriend can only
come through oral sex

and takes half an hour to get there – by
which time I’ve usually lost my erection
and all feeling in my tongue. I want her
to orgasm but it’s kind of arduous and
boring. Is there a trick I’m missing?
There are three things women need to
orgasm through oral sex: 1) the freedom
to concentrate 2) regular, even tongue
strokes at the correct speed and tension
(specific to her) and 3) complete faith
that her lover is 100% into it. The minute
any of those is compromised she’ll
be back to square one. Being stuck on
repeat could wear an uncomfortable
groove in your relationship. Stop! If it’s
not working for you, it’s unlikely to be
working for her either. Talk. Find out
what she needs. Start again.

He’s too ‘quick
on the draw’

Asex show
isn’tgoing
to help us

Myboyfriendwants
us to see a live sex
show. He thinks it’ll
boost our sex life;
I fear it’ll do the

opposite. He teases
me for being a
prude as I’m not

sexually confident.
Maybe he’s

mistaking your lack
of confidence for a
lack of inspiration
and hopes that
your nerves will
miraculously

vanish? Or maybe
he’s immature and
can’t see past the
tip of his own…

desire. Calling you
a prude isn’t

teasing; at best it’s
manipulative, and if
your confidence

weren’t so low you’d
have squashed him
for being insensitive.

Ask your best
friend to write a list
of five reasons you

deserve to be
loved, and focus on
believing them.

I got chatted up by a really flirty, good-looking guy
in a bar and at the end of the night we had the
sexiest kiss ever. He totally turned me on; the only
issue is that he’s in a wheelchair, and I just don’t
know how (or if) things might work out, sexually
speaking.What should I expect?
Stick with the facts; what do you know about him?
He’s good-looking, confident (he chatted you up)
and he turned you on. So far, so good! We can never
predict what sex will be like with any new partner.
Questions of capability, skill and sensuality are at the
foundation of all new encounters and this one is no
different – as long as you don’t let it be.

He turned me on, but…

My boyfriend comes really fast – ie, straight away.
At first I thought he was just overexcited; I was even
flattered, but that was months ago and not much has
changed. I know it’s not his fault but it’s driving
me mad. There must be something he can do?
Premature ejaculation is extremely common and is almost
always a response to nervousness; it tends to be worse at the
start of a relationship and can get better over time. Of
course, that assumes the pressure of performing for a new
partner decreases as confidence in the relationship grows.
If the stress were to increase because, let’s say, his girlfriend
was impatient and annoyed, the story might end differently,
possibly with no erectile function at all! There’s no quick fix,
but things can rapidly improve when couples work together
by being respectful, caring and honest, so if you’re not in this
for the long haul, you’re wasting your time and his.

CONTACT RACHEL

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
mailto:rachel@cosmopolitan.co.uk


“Many couples probably
aspire to own a king-size bed
– but we’re sticking with our
regular double forever. It
keeps us close even when
we’re not feeling super-
romantic or sexy. I don’t
always love the proximity
of his snoring, but it’s a
bonus for us to wake up
spooning every morning.”
Lindsay, 32, married to
husband Ed for a year

“When I need to talk to my
husband about a delicate sex
issue, I replace the words
‘You never…’with ‘I would
love…’‘You never give it
to me hard enough’ is a
criticism. But, ‘I would love
you to give it to me hard’
is talking dirty.”
Emmy, 32, married to
husband Dan for three years

“We have a silly little tradition
that works for us: he tucks
me in every night. I go to bed
earlier than he does, so he’ll

174 * COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK

Want to know how tomake a long-term relationship really work?
We asked the couples who’ve cracked it to spill their secrets

pull the covers over me, turn
down the lights, lie with me
for a minute and give me a
little hug. It’s a nice quiet
moment that reminds us
how much we love – and
like – each other.”
Mae, 35, with boyfriend
Mike for 10 years

“We’ve been together for
eight years – but we rarely, if
ever, wee or fart in front of
each other. It’s just not sexy!”
Maddy, 31, married to
husbandWes for three years

“No matter what, there’s
always time for a quickie.
Forget your dinner booking!”
Jay, 33, married to wife Brit
for two years

COUPLESWHOGOTOBED
INTHEBUFFAREHAPPIER
THANTHOSEWHODON’T,

BRIT SAYS “We’re
fans of spontaneous sex.
We recently did it in an
outdoor shower that was
visible to the neighbours,

because why not?”

“We have a secret code for
getting it on: ‘MO’ for ‘make
out’.We’ll throw it out in
conversation, texts and emails,
as in, ‘Wanna MO later?’ It
keeps the sparks flying.”
Eliza, 35, married to husband
Matteo for eight years

“My husband travels for
work a lot, so I’ll put surprise
love notes in his suitcase, and
he’ll hide them around the
house in odd places, like
among the teabags. Then
we’ll both find them when
we’re not expecting it.”
Taylor, with husband Dean
for seven years

“I always give her the last
bite of my burrito, because
I don’t like the end, and she
gives me her leftover ramen
broth. It’s a reminder that
the other person still thinks
about you and cares.”
Alexandra, 20, with
girlfriend Alex for two years

ALEX SAYS “I really
enjoy those burrito ends!
The simple things make
me feel like I’m reliving

the falling-in-love
part of the relationship,
and I don’t think there’s
anything better than that.”

FOREVER
NOWMAKE IT LAST

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
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SLEEP ON IT
Struggling to get in the mood? Try a lie-in: for every extra hour

of sleep you get, you’re 14% more likely to want to have sex
with your other half the next day, say US scientists.

A study in the journal Flavour has found we enjoy meals more when
we use white, rounded plates as opposed to square or coloured ones.

But what about those metal buckets they serve chips in now…?

RETTY
FORTABLE
TH MY BODY. I’M
PERFECT. THE
PERFECTIONS

RE THERE.
OPLE ARE

OING TO SEE
HEM, BUT
TAKE THE
IEW YOU ONLY
IVE ONCE.”

Not only do
they produce freshh
oxygen, houseplannts
also fight headachhes
and help prevent
colds by removingg
contaminants fromm
the air. If we couldd
just remember to
water them…

… is the amount of extra strain looking at a tablet can put on your neck
compared to a desktop computer; this can lead to back pain and other
problems. Combat the effect by holding it higher in front of your face.

According to US scientists,
popcorn is (basically) one of
your five a day. Not only
does it contain more

disease-fighting antioxidants
than your average fruit or
veg, it’s a healthy source of
whole grains and is loaded
with fibre. (Just go easy on

the butter and salt!)

+

+

SAALLMMOO

ASPARAGUUSS

MOOD-BOOSTING
DINNER

QUINOA

= Exercising regularly can
add a whopping six years
to your life, according to
an article in the New York
Times Magazine. Proving
time on the treadmill is
good for more than just

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK


When
do you
love
YOUR
body
They come in a million
shapes and sizes, and
can do everything from
run a marathon to
make a new life – our
bodies are amazing.
Here, seven women
tell us when they’re
most in awe of theirs

LOVE
YOUR
BODY
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First thing in the morning
I’m one of those people
who jumps out of bed as
soon as the alarm goes
off, especially if the sun’s
shining. It’s when I feel

happiest and most positive, before
facing whatever the day throws at
me. I take advantage of that by telling
myself what I like about my body
or outfit, usually while I’m applying
my makeup before work – affirmations
such as, ‘I feel good today,’ or, ‘This
colour lipstick looks great on me.’
The positivity I feel before tackling
work hurdles is the perfect time to
remind me I love myself and my body.
Rosie Cope, 23, is an account
executive from Hertfordshire

Breastfeeding my baby
Whatever the time of day
(or night), breastfeeding
my baby is the best feeling
in the world. Knowing I’m
helping my daughter grow

strong is empowering. I get upset when
I hear about women being thrown out
of cafes or restaurants for breastfeeding.
Our bodies are natural, not disgusting,
and shouldn’t be off-putting to others.
If anyone tried to stop me breastfeeding
anywhere, I wouldn’t hesitate to stand
up for myself! I do it in public all the
time – if anyone stares, maybe they’ll
see how comfortable and happy I am,
and be inspired to feel the same.
Petra, 27, is a blogger and graphic
designer living in South Yorkshire

Getting ready to swim
I never feel like taking off
my clothes when I arrive
at the swimming pool after
work. I’m usually tired and
still feeling bloated from

lunch. But as soon as my swimming
costume goes on, it’s like I’m wearing a
second skin, and I’m ready to go. Once
I hit the water, I feel invigorated and
remember what a great idea it was to
come for a swim. For 30 minutes I
work every muscle, and that gives me
such a buzz. I don’t need to be skinny
to feel sexy. For me, confidence comes
from feeling strong – and the more
I swim, the stronger I feel.
Jen Bowden, 27, is a publishing
assistant living in Edinburgh

All the time
In 2009, I was diagnosed
with a rare neurological
condition called transverse
myelitis. I was told I might
never walk again, which

was terrifying. I’d gone from an active
22-year-old to being wheelchair-bound,
and didn’t know what my future held.
But doctors said that recovery was
possible – and I was determined to do it.
After three weeks, I could wiggle my toes,
and six months later I was walking again.
I’m so grateful that I can just get out of
bed in the morning. I used to worry so
much about what I looked like, but now
I’ve learnt to embrace the body I have,
even though it’s not perfect. So the time
I feel great about my body is all day.
Zoë Saunders, 27, is a sales assistant
living in East Sussex

Hitting the netball court
When I joined a netball
team in 2012, I hadn’t
played since uni.My first
match was exhausting but
exhilarating, and I was on

such a high when, after 40 minutes, the
final whistle blew. So I kept at it, getting
fitter every week. Three years on,my
body has a much more athletic shape,
which I’m proud of. No matter how
wrung out I feel at the end of the day,
I know that as soon as I’m on the court
I’ll feel energised. I try never to miss a
match – I love the feel-good factor.
Miranda Thompson, 27, is a journalist
based in London

In the throes of passion
During sex,my body issues
and insecurities go out the
window. I forget about my
stretch marks and saggy
boobs, and let myself get

swept away in the moment. Knowing
my partner wants me and is turned on
gives me a huge confidence boost – but
I haven’t always felt this way. I used to
worry during sex, thinking I wasn’t
attractive enough or good in bed. But
I’ve learnt to accept myself for who
I am and what I look like, and focus
solely on getting and giving pleasure.
I wish I felt as sassy in every aspect of
my life as I do when I’m having sex.
Cara Houiellebecq, 34, is a writer and
sex-toy tester from Lincolnshire �

Before I climb into bed, I strip
down to my bra and knickers,
put on Beyoncé and dance

around the bedroom.
Although my whole body’s on
show (and some bits wobble
and shake) I feel amazing. It’s
the only time of day no one
can judge me, because no one
else is there.We’re all guilty

of scrutinising other women’s
outfits or body shapes,myself

included. But when I’m
next-to-naked, on my own,
I think, ‘F- you. This is me,

take it or leave it.’ I shake my
big bum – the one I once

hated but now feel proud of
(thanks to Kim Kardashian)
– and have a good boogie
before changing into my

pyjamas. It’s definitely when
I feel my best.

Hayley Minn, 23, is a journalist
living in Hertfordshire

Dancing in
my undies

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
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Journalist
Amelia Tait,
22, thought
that she’d

contracted a simple
infection – until she
ended up in A&E…

‘

ME’

Cystitis
nearly

LOVE
YOUR
BODY



Cloudy or strong-smelling urine, as well
as the urge to pee frequently and pain in
your lower abdomen, can indicate a UTI.

If you start to feel feverish or sick,
develop a high temperature, your

symptoms suddenly get worse or last
more than five days, seek help.
See your GP immediately if you’re

pregnant or have diabetes and have
symptoms of a UTI.

Sex can move bacteria along
the urethra, so have a wee after getting

intimate to prevent UTIs.
Not drinking enough water can

also allow bacteria to thrive, so make
sure you keep hydrated.

Wipe front-to-back after going to the
loo to avoid spreading bacteria.

the prescription
for antibiotics
he’d given me, I
staggered home
and hoped for
the best.
Four hours

later, I was
lying on a bed
in the acute-
care section of
A&E, attached
to a drip of
antibiotics,
painkillers and
fluids, after
my boyfriend
had driven

me there. I had become so delirious
(I’ve since been told), as I lay there I
was singing the theme tune from The
Simpsons at the top of my voice.
Blood tests quickly revealed I had

what’s called urosepsis: in the space of a
week, the infection in my urinary tract
had developed into a kidney infection,
which had spread to my bloodstream.
Scarily, if it hadn’t been caught in time,
it could have been fatal.

A KILLER ILLNESS
I decided to research my condition, and
discovered that half of all women in the
UK will suffer from a UTI at least once
in their lifetime (compared with just
one in 2,000 men). The most common
types are cystitis (infection of the
bladder) and urethritis (infection of the
urethra), and usually a quick course of
antibiotics will clear it up. Although
the advice given by Nhs.uk is that a
mild UTI might not need antibiotics
– and it’s true that most clear up
without complications – it’s important
to be aware of the possible risks. In my
case, I developed a form of sepsis, where
an infection sends the body’s immune
system into overdrive and can develop
into septic shock, with potentially fatal
consequences. Of over 100,000 patients
in the UK diagnosed with sepsis each
year,more than a third die.
In January 2009, the death of

Brazilian Miss World contestant
Mariana Bridi Costa hit the headlines.
A month earlier, the 20-year-old had
been diagnosed with an antibiotic-
resistant UTI and she suffered severe
septic shock. Doctors amputated her

hands and feet, and removed part of her
stomach in an attempt to save her life
– but within weeks she was dead.
“In our hospital units we see about five

or six cases of urinary infections per
week, and of these about two are severe
sepsis,” says Mr Jeremy Crew, a consultant
urological surgeon at Oxford Radcliffe
Hospitals NHS Trust. Certain conditions,
such as kidney stones or diabetes, can
increase the risk of a UTI developing
into urosepsis. But regardless of whether
you’re at risk, it’s important to go back
to your doctor if a normal course of
antibiotics fails to clear your symptoms.”
Thanks to overprescribing and

patients failing to finish a full course of
antibiotics, certain UTIs have developed
a resistance, which can raise the risk
of recurrent infections (three or more
UTIs per year). This means sufferers are
more vulnerable to rare complications,
which could in turn lead to a rise in
cases of sepsis. I was one of the lucky
ones – although I stayed in hospital for
three days, with a fever, vomiting and
relentless pain in my kidneys and sides,
I was eventually allowed home to
recover, without any lasting damage.
And when I later experienced another
bout of cystitis, I went straight to the
doctor for antibiotics.
Complications from UTIs are still,

thankfully, extremely rare – but if your
symptoms persist, it’s better to put your
health in the hands of your GP, rather
than waiting it out or reaching for the
cranberry juice.�

UTIs
THEFACTS

Of over
100,000 patients

diagnosed
with sepsis each
year, more than

a third die
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You know staying fit is the
best way to keep your body
in shape, but what about
your mental state?Well,
sport can help that too…



Why? “Hitting a
punching bag can
stimulate a release
of endorphins –

our ‘happy’
hormone – to

alleviate stress and
provide an outlet
for frustration and
anger,” says Scott.
Imagine the bag is
everything in life
that’s causing you
stress, and pretend
you’re punching it
away with every
hit. (Or just

picture the face of
that person who
drives you mad.)
It sounds cheesy,
but it works.

Why? “If merely
getting out of bed

is challenge
enough, walking
can be a great way
to get your body
mobile and active
without having to
exert too much

energy,” says Scott.
The aerobic

nature of walking
will help get the
blood flowing to
your brain, and as
you get stronger

over time,
consider building
up to a gentle jog.
Make a walking
date with a friend
to ensure you get
out, especially on
the days you really
don’t feel like it. �

Why? Not only
do team sports
help you make
new friends and
feel like part of a
community, but
research also

shows that people
who have joined
sporting teams
have increased
confidence, an
improved social
life and a better
ability to deal

with more serious
mental issues such
as depression,” says
Scott. It might
seem daunting

but be brave – you
might just find
your soulmate.

For For For

Try…WALKING

Why? “Resistance
training is perfect

for building
self-esteem

because it allows
you to not only
work to a set

regime, but also
to track your
workouts by
watching both
statistical and
visual progress,”
says Scott. So, as
you get stronger,
fitter and actually
see your body

(and the numbers
on the dumb-

bells) change for
the better, your
confidence will
skyrocket too.

F� low

Try…RESISTANCE
TRAININGSPORTS

Amy Hunter, 26,
has suffered with
mental-health issues
for 10 years. She
explains how getting
active made all the
difference for her

I’ve been going to
group classes with
British Military
Fitness for three years
and believe it has
played a crucial part
in my recovery – the
classes help with
motivation and keep
me in a structured
routine. The most
important time for

me to go is exactly
when I don’t feel like
going, as it stops me
from withdrawing
– so not only is the
physical side of it
hugely beneficial,
the social side has
been crucial too. I’ve
made new friends,
which has boosted
my confidence, and
really look forward
to going out for tea,
cake and a chat after
the Saturday session.
I’ve also been able to
begin reducing my
medication, which
feels amazing!

‘Sport
changed
my life’

Try…GROUP

COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK * 185

ne in four of us will
experience some kind
of mental-health problem
each year, from anxiety
to depression. But the
traditional routes to
recovery (drugs, therapy)
simply don’t appeal – or

work – for everyone. So a new
campaign is setting out to raise awareness
about the amazing benefits sport can have
for those with mental-health issues. Get Set
To Go is being spearheaded by mental-health
charity Mind,with support from Sport
England and the National Lottery, and will
work to encourage 75,000 people who are
struggling to cope, to join a sports club,
hit the gym or take up an active hobby to
try to overcome those issues.With that in
mind,we spoke to personal trainer and
sports-psychology expert Scott Laidler to
find out which workouts are best…

Why? Yoga is
amazing for

reducing levels
of adrenaline

and other stress
hormones, while

also raising
levels of feel-
good hormone
serotonin – and

the resulting effect
will help you find
inner calm.“Yoga
is mindful and

that can positively
affect the way you
think about life,”
says Scott.“It

helps you develop
a more relaxed

way of looking at
things, especially
the aspects of life
that are beyond
your control.”

For

Try…YOGA

Try…BOXING
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unravels the causes of poor body image
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A guy I had a one-
night stand with
had a sore on his

mouth that I didn’t notice
and, after performing oral sex
on me, has given me genital
herpes. I’m so angry (at him
and myself) and upset – I
always insist on condoms,but
as we weren’t having ‘normal’
sex, I didn’t think I was at risk.
Now I worry nobody is ever
going to want to have sex
with me again. I could use
protection and not tell them,
but I feel I have a moral
obligation to be honest. Can
I still have a sex life?

It’s natural to feel
angry and worried
about telling a new
partner. But you

need to do so if you want to
protect them, and to give any
future relationship a chance.
What would you want them to
say if the roles were reversed? If
your previous partner had been
honest with you, you’d think
more highly of him.Honesty
about something as sensitive as
this shows you care about the
other person. So tell them that
before you have sex, you think
its important you talk about
STIs – share what happened to
you and how upsetting it was.
You might find it helps them

be honest with you about their
experiences too.When revealing
something intimate, it’s easy to
worry that the other person will
betray our trust, but in fact
they’re more likely to respect
our privacy if they feel we’ve
respected them.Finally, it’s OK
if one of you is unsure how to
proceed right away – you may
need more information about
your STIs. In the meantime,
there are other ways you can be
intimate with each other, and
when and if you decide to have
intercourse, it’ll be a more
positive experience if you both
feel respected and informed.

Should I
tell men
I have
herpes?

Five: 150 Effortless
Ways To Eat 5+ Fruit

And VegADay
by Rachel de

Thample (£14.99,
Ebury Press)

We all feel better when we
put fresh, healthy food into
our bodies, so when I found

this book, packed with
smart and easy recipes to
help boost our daily intake
of the good stuff, I was
delighted. Check it out!

Breathe deep
When we’re stressed, our
breathing is shallow; slow,
deep breaths calm us.

Say cheese
The very act of smiling
releases endorphins, so
fake it till you feel it!

Drop those shoulders
Anxiety makes us hunch
up. Lower your shoulders
to feel more relaxed.

Sing it out
Singing helps reduce

levels of stress hormone
cortisol. ‘Let it go…’

Laugh out loud
A good comedy-fest zaps

anxiety better than
gazing at calm scenery.

5WAYS TO
CLEARYOUR

MIND

RETWEET THISWANT A POSITIVE, HAPPY THOUGHT TO SHARE
ON TWITTER? DR LINDA’S INSPIRATIONALWORDSWILL HELP:

Linda Papadopoulos @DrLinda_P
Don’t let down days define who you are – we all have them.
Make space to feel low, but remind yourself it won’t last
forever #CosmosDrLinda

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
http://TRUNKARCHIVE.COM
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She’s the world’s best agony aunt and is here for you when your friends can’t be

CONTACT IRMA

He
wants
me to
shave

There’s pressure on
women to shave

their pubic hair, but
I don’t fancy the risk
of infection, ingrown
hairs or irritation.
I want to look

like myself, not a
porn star. But my
boyfriend of four
years says hair is

‘manly’ and hewants
me to lookmore like
a woman by shaving
it all off. Any other
man I would dump
on the spot. But I
love my guy and
want to solve this.
You have no need to
go hair-free, unless
you feel safe and

happy doing it. Yes,
a relationship shares
body parts, but each
partner has to live
with his or her own
image. Remember:
big issues try to hide
under smaller ones.
As this problem has
arisen after four

years, it could be a
clue that it’s time to
put the heat back
into your sex life. If
he continues to nag
you about shaving
your pubic hair, tell
him you’ll think

about it. Why not?
But only if he thinks
about doing it too…

Should
it have
ended?
I’m 32 and was
dating a guy of 26.
I intended to end
things a few times
as I was wary of the
age gap, but he told
me I was being silly.
I then became co-
dependent, which
depressed me.My
friends felt he was
too young and told
me he wasn’t right
for me, even though
he’s very bright and
attractive.He found
out about my
friends’ opinion and
since then I’ve heard
nothing from him.
I’m very low.
It’s never a good idea
to make up or break
up with a boyfriend
because of what
other people say.
Friends can become
illogical and resentful
when one of them
has a new man in her
life. Six years’ age gap
will matter less every
day as time moves
on. The break-up is
causing you pain, so
arrange a meeting
– you two alone – to
discuss mistakes and
misunderstandings.
If he won’t, then it is
over, but you’ll have
tried. And you’ll be
stronger the next time
you start to feel ‘co-
dependent’ – most of
us call it ‘in love’.

I’m a size 10. I want to exercise more and eat
less, but I can eat what I want and not put on
weight so I have no motivation. I feel quite
healthy; I get plenty of fruit and veg and have
a balanced diet – just a lot of it. I always tell
myself I won’t eat treats, but when I see
them I can’t resist because I know I won’t
gain weight. How do I build motivation?
Worrying about body image can be as much a
control issue as a health or appearance one.
When your size becomes an obsession, as it
seems to be with you, something deeper than
your appetite is out of control. Yes, you need
motivation,not to change your diet, but to locate
and tackle the real problem. (You’re a size 10 –
why do you want to eat less?!) Are you happy in
your work? Your relationship? When you look
ahead, does the future look good? Think about
it. Something within you is clamouring for
fulfilment and it’s not your healthy belly.

I have no
motivation

There are countless
opinions out there
about what to eat
and wear, what

games to play and
what books to read
if you want to do
yourself good.
But much more
important than

doing what’s good
for you is learning

to like what’s
good for you. And
nobody can tell you
how; you have to
discover that for
yourself. So create
healthy habits that
make you happy.
Don’t you agree?

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
mailto:irma@Cosmopolitan.co.uk
mailto:irma@cosmopolitan.co.uk
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ATBREAKFAST
DO IT

WHENYOU’REMAKING
COCKTAILS
DO IT

ATBEDTIME
DO IT

WHENYOUBAKE
DO IT

WHENYOU’RETEMPTED
TOSTRESS-SNACK
DO IT
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Greece

☞
☞

* Motto of original Cosmo girl Helen Gurley Brown

✓

✓

✓

You’ll love…
Halkidiki in Greece. Think
craggy hillsides, the
smell of pine trees and
beautiful beaches. This
gorgeous region has
holidays for every taste
and budget. There are
unspoilt villages and
traditional harbours,
with everything from
back-to-basics
accommodation to
treat-yourself luxury.
And take your pick of
romantic restaurants,
lively tavernas and bars.
Then all you have to do
is choose between hiking
trails inland, and the lure
of the sea.

Stay at…
Eagles Palace hotel, just
outside the picturesque
village of Ouranoupolis,
for pure pinch-yourself

pleasure. From a private
beach with waiter
service to a relaxing
Elemis spa, this is
somewhere you can
combine water sports
with totally taking it
easy. Cut into the hillside,
it boasts a gorgeous
pool, amazing views and
loads of
areas. Y
starts he

Fa�br
about…
The
service
– just pr
on the b
lie back
with an
glass of
perfect
side in m
deserve
snorkell

clear waters or scuba-
diving with cool sisters
Niki and Katerina, who
run the beach’s diving

u’re
rave,
ake you
motor
oat to
small
and

ole other
he
erskiing
s not-to-

p to see
he oldest

surviving monastic
community in the world,
which is forbidden to
women, and which men
need a special permit to
visit (hence the fact that
you view it by boat,
often followed by a
school of dolphins). The
ban applies to all animals
on the peninsula too –
apart from cats, weirdly.
The many hillside
monasteries around here
– said to be full of riches
– look like something
from a fairy tale. Stop
off on your journey back
to the real world for a
cooling dive into the
sea. Unforgettable.B
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IF YOU
WANT...

Blue seas, blue skies
No long-haul flights
A holiday for every budget

Double rooms
at Eagles Palace
(Eaglespalace.gr)
start at around
£105 per night.
Aegean Airlines

(En.aegeanair.com)
flies to Thessaloniki
via Athens from

London Heathrow,
Manchester and
Birmingham.

Ouranoupolis is
120km from the

airport, but the hotel
can arrange transfers.

Make ours
a mojito

http://En.aegeanair.com
http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
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LOOK GOOD, FEEL GREAT
Thismonth’s essentials

FREE AMBER AND SILVER
SUNFLOWER NECKLACE
FOR YOU!
Treat yourself to one of our stunning, head-
turning pieces of jewellery - it always makes
a well received gift too! We have a solid silver
and amber sunflower necklace worth £25 for
every Cosmopolitan reader - yours for FREE +
£4.99 P&P! One item per reader. While stocks
last. Claim your free necklace on the Henryka
Amber and Silver website: www.henryka.
co.uk/cosmo.html using code: COSMO at
checkout to redeem offer! Tel: 01432 266538.

Say goodbye to the difficult, awkward
sarong, Saress is simple and easy to slip
on and uses no knots or ties just a loop
at two corners so you slip Saress around
your back, thread opposite arms through
for an easy elegant flattering beach dress
in seconds – it’s sensational! Stunning,
timeless, cool, comfortable and crease
free. Nineteen designs, five sizes and two
lengths. For brochure: Tel: 01902 750657.
Visit: www.saress.com As seen on TV.

SARESS® – THE ULTIMATE
BEACH DRESS – £10.99

1

2

IN1 – LEADING THE
NEXT WAVE OF
INNOVATION
IN1 has produced the smarter
smartphone case which
not only provides you with
protection but also with a range
of useful tools. These include a
nail file, tweezers and a pair of
scissors, to name just a few.
Visit www.in1case.com
for more information.

3

TAKE CONTROL OF
EMBARRASING LEAKS
Make stress incontinenccee
a thing of the past.
The PelvicToner™ is a
highly effective toning
device specifically
designed to help
strengthen pelvic
floor muscles.
Quick and simple –
easy to use and so
effective you’ll see
results within days.
Clinically proven –
as good as the NHS
Gold Standard and
NICE approved.
Low cost – available
online for just £29.99
or on prescription,
the ONLY pelvic
toner available
through your GP.
To find out more or to buy a Pelvic Toner™,
visit pelvictoner.co.uk 0117 974 3534

THE MOPHIE JUICE PACK
With its high-impact protection yet compact design, the mophie juice pack delivers
more than 100% (air) or 120% (plus) extra battery with the flip of a switch. Made for
iPhone 6, this is the ideal case to keep you charged through the day and well into the
night. Never need to take off the case, because it enables pass-through charge and sync
while connected to a computer. Made for the iPhone 6 Plus, this is mophie’s thinnest
juice pack yet, but don’t let the design fool you. It will deliver you up to 14.5 hours talk
time and 7.5 hours web browsing additional. Available in black, white and gold and fully
Apple certified starting at £89.95.
Available at Selfridges or for more info visit uk.mophie.com

http://www.saress.com
http://pelvictoner.co.uk
http://uk.mophie.com
http://www.in1case.com
http://www.henryka.co.uk/cosmo.html
http://www.henryka.co.uk/cosmo.html
http://www.henryka.co.uk


With Cosmo’s psychic astrologer
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21 MAY-20 JUN

There is no easy answer
with your former, currentt
or potential partner. Just
make the choice. New
mentors in your life will
give you success secrets.
You’ll shine at an event
you’re doubtful about.
And let an inexperienced
person make mistakes
if they’re learning.

21 JUN-22 JUL

Get straight on to a body
issue as soon as it appears.
Wonderful advice from
a wise friend helps you
handle people politics or
a difficult man. Take what’s
yours in a money, shopping
or business situation.
A foreign language has a
lovely impact on your plans.
And donate to that appeal!

23 JUL-22 AUG

The world of babies or kids
proves hard work, as do
much younger guys. Do
you need the commitment?
Fantastic shopping or
money opportunities roll
mid-month. Luck is on your
side with a man nobody
else understands. And why
wait for a plan to succeed?
Speed it up right now.

23 AUG-22 SEP

Family, flatmate or home
issues need time to solve,
but don’t do it on the Full
Moon – it’s too hard. Great
work options could get you
a second income or a new
skill. Let a difficult guy
go his own way. New
people coming into your
life are not your type but
they’ll be great friends.

20 APR-20 MAY

The Full Moon brings a
cash decision you’ve been
putting off. Good friends
open your mind to
fascinating new topics – one
could be your future job.
Don’t let a woman who
delegates everything get
away with it. And see what
help you can give a man
with his team or club.

20 MAR-19 APR

The world of children, or a
guy who wants them, rocks
your month. The internet is
not always the answer and
a library contains what you
need. Ask a relative why
another family member has
gone quiet. Brilliant car or
travel options wait. And a
man who juggles too much
needs your reminder.

19 FEB-19 MAR

Your career or unpaid work
calls for a far-reaching
decision, so take your time
in making it. Amazing
health or fitness benefits
will come free, or at a big
discount. A friend is acting
a part and not being real –
find out why. An artistic or
musical type will change
your taste and educate you.

20 JAN-18 FEB

A friend or group is
seriously hard work and
you’ll hit a crossroads. But
fantastic closeness with a
former, current or potential
partner makes your month
and a promise will be made.
Balance the power with
someone who treats you
like their boss. Follow up on
that great bargain quickly.

22 DEC-19 JAN

Your secret is a burden but
you’re overplaying it.Write
it down, rip it up and let it
go. The best trends in years
for a foreign trip are about
to start, so follow up that
online introduction.Why
is someone ignoring your
advice? The answer is pride,
but you may need to persist
with this person.

22 NOV-21 DEC

Decisions you made about
your look, name or image
must now be tested. A
female relative has a big
choice to make and you
can help. Wonderful travel-
related opportunities are
ahead. Don’t let an average
work result put you off –
you are talented at this,
so stick with it.

23 OCT-21 NOV

It’s crunch time for credit-
card or bank decisions,
and there’s good advice
online. Stunning results for
a plan you were unsure of
will take you to the next
project.Men who love the
countryside want you to
know more. And a scatty
friend will amaze you all
by settling down at last.

23 SEP-22 OCT

Make an internet, phone,
or computer choice that
takes the burden off you.
Amazing agreements and
new deals will make you
very happy. Give a person
the benefit of the doubt
when others won’t. And
prove yourself as often as it
takes at work. That difficult
person will give way.
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To advertise on this page please contact Hearst Magazines Direct on 020 3728 6260

Summer
special

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Luxury swimwear and
fine accessories

Free IntlShippingcode:COSMO15
www.seareinas.com

BED OF NAILS acupressure
mat and pillow

Relax, relievepain andenergize
www.bedofnails.org

Mini V Nutrition
by Vicki Pattison

www.minivnutrition.com

www.maisonpascale.com
Saint Tropez in white or black
$330. Save 20% + free ship-
ping with coupon COSMO20

www.greensisters.ca
GrammyCelebrityGiftBagCreme
Firms, nourishes andmoisturises

themost beautiful faces.

Handmade Sterling Silver
Ocean Jewellery

www.sophiejadejewellery.com

www.rebelandstone.com
Instagram: @rebel_stone

10% Discount Code: COSMO10

Taradise Mati Collection
Your Lucky Charm

www.shoptaradise.com

Tightens & Extends Bra Bands!
www.rixieclip.com

Putting YOU in control of
how your bra fits!

www.cokebottlecarteluk.co.uk
Discount code COSMO15

www.fabioapp.com
Find And Book Instructors
Online - dance, fitness and

martial arts classes and events

Look stunning this summer
Sirena by Karina Swimwear
www.sirenabykarina.com

Victoria&K
Luxury with ethics

www.victoriaandk.co.uk

www.emelleswimwear.com
The Ellie set in Maldive Mist
$138.00 AUD. Available in
Classic or Brazilian bottoms

Ondhamar
Swimwear and Lifestyle Label

www.ondhamar.com

Lick natural frozen yogurt
Now available from Waitrose

www.lickyogurt.com

The Jumbo Make-Up
Organiser

www.avenue22.co.uk

Beautiful, unique,
affordable jewellery,
handmade in Cornwall

www.lizowenfinejewellery.co.uk

http://www.seareinas.com
http://www.shoptaradise.com
http://www.rebelandstone.com
http://www.ondhamar.com
http://www.greensisters.ca
http://www.fabioapp.com
http://www.sirenabykarina.com
http://www.cokebottlecarteluk.co.uk
http://www.bedofnails.org
http://www.victoriaandk.co.uk
http://www.emelleswimwear.com
http://www.lickyogurt.com
http://www.avenue22.co.uk
http://www.minivnutrition.com
http://www.maisonpascale.com
http://www.rixieclip.com
http://www.lizowenfinejewellery.co.uk
http://www.sophiejadejewellery.com
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Discover a new level of tea
www.miracletree.co

ZuVi
Discount code for 15%ZCOSMO

www.lovezuvi.com

Strip Teas
Detox and cleanse your body

www.stripteas.com

www.glamourliving.co.uk
The finest and most

breathtaking luxury acrylic
makeup organisers

Cluster Sea Glass Necklace
£25

www.lilacmillie.co.uk

Persona Swimwear
www.PersonaSwimwear.com

Kryptik Rose
Trendy tees, hoodies, iPhone
cases and other accessories

www.kryptikrose.com

www.tallulahbellefashion.com
An online clothing

boutique aimed at fashion
forward women

Handirest
The ultimate manicure

cushion accessory available
at www.handirest.com

Click n Curl
The detachable round brush

styling tool
www.hairandwhiskers.com

Patent Grip Gym Gloves
Use COSMO15 for 15% discount

www.lovetolift.co.uk

Slendertoxtea
A herbal clean detox and

organic teatox
www.slendertoxtea.co.uk

To Die For Swimwear
Worn by Kim Kardashian!

Free shipping: cosmotodiefor
www.todiefor.com

Island Feather
The Free Spirited Fashion

Collection
www.islandfeather.com

Sass & Belle’s irresistible gifts
10% off orders above £10

with code COSMO10
www.sassandbelle.co.uk

Mama Nature’s
Queen b beauty balm

www.mama-nature.co.uk

beachcomberjewellery.co.uk
Ethically made, beach inspired

jewellery. Supporting the
Marine Conservation Society

Because I Love…
Handmade 100% Eco-Soya

Scented Wax Melts
www.becauseilove.co.uk

http://www.kryptikrose.com
http://www.sassandbelle.co.uk
http://www.tallulahbellefashion.com
http://www.lovetolift.co.uk
http://beachcomberjewellery.co.uk
http://www.islandfeather.com
http://www.mama-nature.co.uk
http://www.PersonaSwimwear.com
http://www.slendertoxtea.co.uk
http://www.todiefor.com
http://www.handirest.com
http://www.becauseilove.co.uk
http://www.lilacmillie.co.uk
http://www.hairandwhiskers.com
http://www.glamourliving.co.uk
http://www.lovezuvi.com
http://www.stripteas.com
http://www.miracletree.co
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Girls Go Out is a brand new website designed exclusively for women that offers a simple way to make
and meet like-minded new friends.

Want to meet new people? Moved to a new area? Friends busy with boyfriends/partners?

This unique site allows girls of all ages to make contact with other girls with
similar interests as friends, mates, buddies, pals... whatever you call them?
It’s simply all about meeting friends for coffee, lunch, days out,
evenings, holidays and trips away.

Register now and start contacting new friends today.

The friendships you make here could last forever.

Be among the first to sign up -
Let’s get all the girls going out!

Take a free look around the website
Register your profile for free
Use the Cosmo promo voucher to get 5 months free
This is not a dating website.

www.girlsgoout.co.uk

Pay for one months
membership and get

5 months extrafree with code
CosmoGirls 0615

http://WWW.HEARSTMAGAZINESDIRECT.CO.UK
http://www.girlsgoout.co.uk
http://www.girlsgoout.co.uk
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Spot
check

If you have spots or skin problems, the
natural herbs in HRI Clear Complexion
tablets help to treat your skin from within
and keep it clear.
Available from Boots, Superdrug,Tesco,Asda, Holland &
Barrett, large Sainsbury’s, health shops and pharmacies.

Always read the label www.HRIHerbalMedicine.co.uk

LI
Z

N
ET

S

Welcome to the Laser Treatment Clinic. We are your go-to Skin Experts. Founded in
2000 at number 1 Harley Street London, we have the experience, knowledge and skill
required to provide honest expert advice whatever your skin concern may be. You
can rest assured you are in the safe hands and expert care of our team of Medical
Experts, Skin Specialists and Laser Practitioners and our 15 years experience here
at our Harley Street clinic utilising cutting edge treatments and skincare products
makes all the difference.

If you have any skin concern listed below simply call or email us. Our friendly team
will book you in for a Free Consultation with our experienced Skin Expert.

LASER HAIR REMOVAL HYPER-PIGMENTATION
UNWANTED TATTOOS BLACK SKIN PIGMENTATION
ACTIVE ACNE TREATMENT SKIN DISCOLOURATION
ACNE SCARRING TREATMENT UNEVEN SKIN TONE
STRETCH MARK TREATMENT SCAR TREATMENT
LINES & WRINKLES REDUCTION BIRTH MARKS
ANTI-AGEING SKIN REVITALISING THREAD VEINS
SUN DAMAGE/FRECKLES TREATMENT ROSACEA

BOOK A FREE CONSULTATION
CALL US NOW 020 7307 8712

1 Harley Street, London W1G 9QD

For current special offers visit;
www.thelasertreatmentclinic.com

ESTABLISHED 2000

HEALTH & BEAUTY

http://www.HRIHerbalMedicine.co.uk
http://FOTOLIA.COM
http://www.thelasertreatmentclinic.com
http://WWW.HEARSTMAGAZINESDIRECT.CO.UK
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I specialise in helping people
to have a better BODY

IMAGE as well as to LOSE
WEIGHT if they need to.

Also to overcome
COMPULSIVE BUYING,
LACK OF CONFIDENCE,
STRESS and to GIVE UP

SMOKING.

Call 07903 741255
www.hypnosisworksuk.com

Supportive, successful & trusted.

extra mins charged at £1.83 per min

£32.95

Calls cost 10p/min + £10 for 20 mins. 6016 Whittier Blvd Suite 58,
Los Angeles CA 90022 USA. For entertainment purposes only.

Psychic Mystic
Reveals/Resolves All.
Harness Lover, Stop
Divorce/Interference,
Obtain Success.
24 HR Results.

Free Call 0800 6528702
Free Astrology Chart
For entertainment purposes only

0905 355 1222
WWW.PSYCHICSWITCHBOARD.CO.UK

0800 075 6054
Over 18’s only. 0905 = 56p per min, network extras apply.

Calls recorded. For entertainment purposes only.
SP: Psychic Switchboard Ltd. Helpdesk 0207 966 9646.

CREDIT CARD FREEPHONE
– £21 for 40 mins or £29 for 1 hour

56p
Our sincere &

gifted readers can
guide you 24/7

per min

Over 18’s only. 0905 = 56p per min, network extras apply.
Calls recorded. For entertainment purposes only.

SP: Psychic Switchboard Ltd. Helpdesk 0207 966 9646.

CREDIT CARD FREEPHONE

20 mins for £12 or 40 mins for £24

0906 615 0382

0800 075 8033

Visions
P UAL

per min

Only

61p

10% for
Cosmo readers

Wedding
special offers

available

BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER

Facial Aesthetics
Feel fresher, younger and naturally beautiful

Revivify London is a luxurious medical aesthetic
clinic in the heart of Mayfair, providing non-surgical

aesthetic treatments.

Our services include: ■ Skincare ■ Chemical peel
■ Non-surgical face lift ■ Non-surgical nose reshaping

■ Dermal fillers: lip enhancement, cheek enhancement, etc
■ Wrinkle reduction injections ■ Excessive sweating treatment

■ Threadlift ■ Microneedling ■ Teeth Whitening

Book Now and get your 10% discount,
Promo code: Cosmo415

www.revivify.london
020 3287 2717

For details
of classified

advertising call
020 3728 6260

TAROT

CLAIRVOYANCY
PERSONAL

http://WWW.PSYCHICSWITCHBOARD.CO.UK
http://www.revivify.london
http://WWW.HEARSTMAGAZINESDIRECT.CO.UK
http://www.hypnosisworksuk.com
http://www.samvelinfirmier.com
http://www.trusted-psychics.co.uk
http://celebritylovepsychic.com
http://www.sexhibitionexpo.co.uk
http://psychicsofa.com
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Going to Orlando? Let me help
you plan your holiday of a lifetime
I am a Personal Travel Planner with
DreamFinder Travel; Authorized

Disney Vacation Planners

For more information email
penny@dreamfindertravel.net

or find me on Facebook as
Penny’s Magical Vacations with

DreamFinder Travel

Visit:www.trekamerica.co.uk Or call: 0333 003 8216

Must book by 31/08/15. Quote code 150357.

100%AMERICA
100%ADVENTURE

USA, Canada, Alaska& Central America

QuoteCosmocode150357

WOMEN CALL FREE*WOMEN CALL FREE*

*0800 = Free from BT Landline

0871 300 2962
0871 300 2985

MEN:
GAY:

0800 075 94020800 075 9402

CHAT OR DATE

18+. H/desk 0207 966 9686. 0871 = 9p per min.
Network extras apply. Live calls recorded. SP: 4D.

18+. Helpdesk 0207 966 9686. 0871 = 10p per min.
*0800 = Free from a BT Landline. Network Extras Apply.

Live calls recorded. SP: 4D.

0800 075 9413
0871 908 9175

WOMEN:
MEN:

per min

CHAT OR DATECHAT OR DATE

10p10p
WOMEN
CHAT
FREE!*

WOMEN
CHAT
FREE!*

GENERAL INTEREST

PHONE DATING

TRAVEL & HOLIDAYS

TRAVEL & HOLIDAYS

mailto:penny@dreamfindertravel.net
http://www.trekamerica.co.uk
http://WWW.HEARSTMAGAZINESDIRECT.CO.UK
http://ever-so-sexy.com
http://www.ladylynsey.co.uk
http://www.glasses2you.co.uk
http://questchat.co.uk
http://theliberator.co.uk
http://www.smithbrothers-uk.co.uk
http://www.carmenconstantine.com
http://Amazon.co.uk
http://isbu.ac.uk/cosmo
http://queenshotelbrighton.com
http://www.genderselection.uk.com
mailto:fundraising@carers.org
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EVERYGIRLDOESWITH
AHANGOVER

THINGS

Thinks they’re
hilarious

But why is nobody
else finding the

tales of last night’s
escapades the biggest

LOL-athon ever?
Oh, because it’s not
*actually* funny?

Riiight.

LAUGHS
BEAVIS-AND-
BUTTHEAD-

STYLE AT
EVERY SINGLE
TEXT THEY’RE

SENT
Except the one from your
boss asking why you’re late
for work. Oh, work. Feck.

PLAYS
DETECTIVE
Trying to work out
where you were

between the hours of
7pm and 2am is like
the world’s weirdest
episode of Inspector
Morse. Shudder.

And eats
a lot too
Hello, M&S ready-
meal for two. No
lasagne is too big,
no carbonara too
creamy. Pass the
Kettle Chips while
you’re at it (please).

STARES
At anything

and everything.
You know you’re
doing it but you
just can’t tear your
eyes away.Mmm,
staring is nice.

THINKS
ABOUT
FOOD
A LOT

You will find that
perfect hangover
snack, goddammit!
Once you’ve got out
of bed, that is…

Wears bad
clothes

THINK ELASTICATED
JOGGERS,THAT TOP
YOUWORE 10 YEARS
AGOTOFLORIDA

WITHYOURPARENTS,
ANDMASSIVE

SUNGLASSES.WHEN
IT’S RAINING.

Finds it
impossible
to make a
decision

Should you have chicken
or ham on your pizza?
Or chicken and ham?

But what about pepperoni?
And what should you watch

on TV? HELP!

Groans
and sighs
constantly
IF YOU HAD A
MUTE BUTTON,

WE’D HAVE
PRESSED IT TWO
HOURS AGO.

GETS
THE

FEAR
WHATDID

YOUDO?WHAT
DIDYOU SAY?

WHY ISNOBODY
TEXTINGYOU
BACK?WAH!

http://COSMOPOLITAN.CO.UK
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